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ABSTRACT
This thesis investigates backwards erosion piping (BEP) as a failure mechanism; it focuses
on the ability to use pore water pressure (PWP) measurements to (1) monitor, (2) investigate
progression of, and (3) better predict BEP. This thesis starts with understanding PWP trends
as BEP progresses, analyzed from PWP collected during a full scale experiment. The result
is the understanding that the PWP trends are spatially and temporally complex, indicating
that BEP does not progress in a spatially linear pattern, such as a longitudinally progressing
BEP channel.
The comparison of PWP trends from BEP with PWP trends calculated from finite ele-
ment models corroborate previous findings that BEP does not progress in a simple manner.
BEP does not progress smoothly in time nor does it progress symmetrically or only longitu-
dinally (directly from downstream to upstream) in space. This research further provides an
understanding that finite element models generate similar trends in PWP as observed dur-
ing the full scale experiment, suggesting that the use of inversion analysis to predict spatial
progression of BEP from PWP measurements is appropriate.
The inversion analysis is validated by building synthetic models that simulate BEP in
a finite element software, and investigating how the inversion analysis is able to re-create
these synthetic models. Once the inversion analysis is validated, PWP measurements from
the IJkdijk 2009 Test 2 full scale experiment are used to estimate the spatial progression
of BEP at consecutive time steps. The results indicate a highly non-uniform progression
of BEP. Multiple BEP channels progress transversely and longitudinally to bulk fluid flow
(from upstream to downstream) and appear to progress, halt, and progress again later in
time. Observations taken during the full scale experiment corroborate these findings.
To complete the thesis, PWP measurements in space and time are used to investigate the
ability to use Bayesian updating to decrease understanding of parameters that are spatially
iii
heterogeneous and update the prediction of BEP leading to failure.
iv
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Earthen dams and levees (EDLs) are critically important, but often overlooked, pieces
of infrastructure worldwide. The United States has over 100,000 miles of levees and 85,000
dams. Today’s EDLs are required to withstand higher loads as water levels continue to rise
and consequences of failure increase as populations continue to grow downstream. Despite
the increase in both probability of failure and consequences of failure, limited resources are
allocated to mitigate risk of aging EDLs, an investment estimated to be greater than $21
billion in the United States (ASCE, 2013a,b). Backwards Erosion Piping (BEP), an EDL
failure mechanism that progresses internal to the structure from downstream to upstream,
is one of the leading causes of failure (Foster et al., 2000) and is considered one of the
most dominant failure mechanisms contributing to flood risk in the Netherlands (VNK,
2015). Furthermore, internal erosion failure mechanisms are considered one of the leading
contributors to dam failures in the United States (USBR and USACE, 2015).
Monitoring existing dams and levees for BEP continues to be a challenge. There continues
to be a large uncertainty regarding the 3-dimensional progression and the rate of progression
of BEP. The BEP channels are often very small, on the order of mm to cm according to small
and medium scale experiments (Van Beek, 2015), compared to levee embankments that can
extend hundreds of kilometers. Most monitoring is done by observation on the surface of the
EDL and vicinity, such as described in the United States Army Corps of Engineer’s Levee
Screening tool (David Ford Consulting Engineers & USACE Hydrologic Engineering Center,
2013). Excess seepage and sand boils (conical formations from the deposition of eroded
material) at the downstream toe are common observations used to identify the occurrence
of BEP. Traditional geotechnical measurements such as piezometers and accelerometers are
used in some embankments to detect anomalous pore water pressure and ground movement
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to aid in monitoring and analysis of failure. However, these monitoring techniques are point
techniques of which the spatial sensitivity is not well known. This makes it difficult to detect
a small anomaly such as BEP along several kilometers of levees using traditional geotechnical
measurements. The research in this thesis investigates the influence BEP has on pore water
pressure (PWP) and how PWP measurements can be used to investigate BEP, monitor for
BEP, and predict the occurrence of BEP leading to failure.
Empirical, semi-empirical, and numerical models are used to predict whether BEP will
lead to failure. BEP occurs in stages: uplift of the the downstream clay blanket (if a clay
blanket exists), sand heave or initiation of BEP, progression of BEP toward the upstream,
and breach, which forms a continuous connection between upstream and downstream. The
research in this thesis focuses on BEP progression, after BEP initiation and before breach
at the upstream. Models to predict the occurrence of BEP progression include Bligh’s
model (Bligh, 1910), Sellmeijer’s model (Sellmeijer, 1988; Sellmeijer et al., 2011), and Rut-
tono’s model (Rotunno et al., 2017, 2019). Blanket equations with unit weight equilibrium
predict uplift and heave (USACE, 2000). Models are even suggested to predict the rate
of BEP progression (Kramer, 2014). However, all existing models are based on simplifi-
cations and assumptions, with little knowledge regarding the 3-dimensional progression of
BEP. Small, medium, and full scale experiments demonstrate that it is inappropriate and
un-conservative to ignore 3-dimensional progression and progression of multiple channels
during BEP (Van Beek & Hoffmans, 2017; Van Beek et al., 2015; Vandenboer et al., 2018).
This research investigates the longitudinal, 3-dimensional, and temporal progression of BEP
in a full scale experiment and compares the understanding gained to existing models.
Simplified models used to predict failure due to BEP introduce model uncertainty. Fur-
ther, these models rely heavily on highly uncertain soil parameters. Soil parameters are
difficult to measure directly, and are often spatially heterogeneous in fluvial and marine sys-
tems where many dams and levees exist. These uncertainties greatly affect the structural
performance, the computed probability of failure, and the ability to effectively allocate re-
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sources to EDL maintenance and repair. Methods, such as Bayesian updating, have been
proposed to reduce uncertainties using sand boil information and pore pressure information
(Schweckendiek, 2014). The research in this thesis furthers Bayesian updating by investigat-
ing the use of pore water pressure measurements in space and in time.
To improve understanding of BEP and quantitative estimation of failure probability due
to BEP, the research presented in this thesis addresses the following questions:
1. How are pore pressure measurements influenced by the progression of BEP?
2. How can finite element modeling using changes in hydraulic conductivity capture the
changes in PWP caused by the progression of BEP?
3. What can inversion of PWP to estimate hydraulic conductivity tell about the spatial
and temporal progression of backwards erosion BEP?
4. What 3-dimensional progression behavior can be inferred by the inversion of PWP
collected during the IJkdijk 2009 Test 2 experiment?
5. How can recent advances in Bayesian updating be applied to field data in time and
space to reduce uncertainty of BEP leading to failure?
To address these questions, this thesis is organized into the following seven chapters:
Chapter 1: Introduction. To introduce the research, motivation behind the research, and
research questions.
Chapter 2: To introduce the IJkdijk 2009 experiments and to address research question
1 by discussing PWP trends caused by BEP during the IJkdijk 2009 Test 2 experiment.
The IJkdijk experiments are full scale experiments conducted in the Netherlands. The
series of IJkdijk experiments conducted in 2009 investigated the progression of BEP. This
chapter introduces the IJkdijk experiments, the IJkdijk 2009 Test 2 experiment, and PWP
trends that are observed as BEP progresses during the IJkdijk 2009 Test 2. Material in this
chapter was published as a portion of a journal article in the Journal of Geotechnical and
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Geoenvironmental Engineering (Parekh et al., 2016). The material in this chapter reflects
the contribution of the author of this thesis to the aforementioned journal article.
Chapter 3: To introduce finite element modeling of BEP using COMSOL Multiphysics
and address research question 2 by discussing the ability of finite element methods (FEM)
modeling to simulate PWP trends caused by BEP. Material in this chapter was published
and presented at the United States Society of Dams Conference 2017 (Bocovich et al., 2017a).
Chapter 4: To introduce inversion analysis and to address research question 3 through the
use of synthetic FEM models. Synthetic models are used to demonstrate the ability of inver-
sion analysis to re-create anomalous hydraulic conductivity simulating simple BEP channels.
Material in this chapter is intended for submission to a journal still to be determined.
Chapter 5: To present the 3-dimensional progression of BEP during the IJkdijk 2009 Test
2 inferred from the inversion of PWP and evidenced by observations during the experiment
addressing research question 4. This chapter further discusses implications the results have
on understanding BEP, compares the results with observations during IJkdijk 2009 Test
2, and the longitudinal progression is compared with existing models. The material in
this chapter intended for submission to the Journal of Geotechnical and Geoenvironmental
Engineering.
Chapter 6: To introduce an active levee in Colijnsplaat, NL and Bayesian updating
addressing research question 5 by using temporal and spatial PWP to reduce uncertainty of
failure due to BEP. Temporal and spatial PWP measurements from an active levee outside
of Colijnsplaat, Netherlands (from now on referred to the Colijnsplaat levee) are included
in Bayesian updating to reduce uncertainty of soil characteristic and update the probability
of failure due to BEP. The material in this chapter was published and presented through
Geo-Risk 2017 (Bocovich et al., 2017b).
Chapter 7: Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Research.
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CHAPTER 2
TRENDS IN PORE WATER PRESSURE DUE TO BACKWARDS EROSION PIPING
OBSERVED DURING A FULL SCALE EXPERIMENT
Portions of this chapter are modified from the following article and reflect the contribution
by Carolyne Bocovich, with permission from ASCE:
Backwards erosion monitored by spatial-temporal pore pressure changes during full-scale
field experiments, American Society of Civil Engineering Journal of Geotechnical and
Geoenvironmental Engineering, 2016.
M. L. Parekh 1,2 , W. Kanning 1,3, C. Bocovich1,4, A. Mooney5, and A. R. Koelewijn3
2.1 Introduction
It is critical to better understand the effect of backwards erosion piping (BEP) on pore
water pressure (PWP) measurements. This chapter presents the research to address the first
research question: How are PWP measurements influenced by the progression of BEP?
Monitoring of BEP is largely done by observation on the surface and vicinity of EDLs,
such as described in the United States Army Corps of Engineers Levee Screening tool (David
Ford Consulting Engineers & USACE Hydrologic Engineering Center, 2013). However, sur-
face observations, such as concentrated flow and sand boils, often occur during the progres-
sion stage and give little information regarding rate of BEP, direction of BEP, and whether
BEP is likely to lead to breach and EDL failure (Fell et al., 2003; Foster et al., 2000; Van Beek
et al., 2015). Piezometers to detect anomalous PWP are used in some cases to aid in mon-
itoring of BEP. PWP measurements are point measurements, making detection of small
anomalies such as BEP channels along several kilometers of levee embankments challenging.
1Primary researchers and coauthors
2Civil Engineer, United States Army Corps of Engineers, Risk Management Center, Lakewood, CO
3Researcher/Consultant Dike Safety, Deltares, Delft, Netherlands
4PhD Student, Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Colorado School of Mines, Golden, CO
5Professor, Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Colorado School of Mines, Golden, CO
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It is important to increase understanding of the effect of BEP on measured PWP measure-
ments. This chapter will present trends observed in PWP measurements as BEP progresses
from the downstream toe to the upstream toe.
Observed trends are investigated in PWP measurements collected during IJkdijk 2009
Test 2 (I2009T2), a full scale experiment investigating BEP. The following sections will
introduce the IJkdijk experiments and give details on the I2009T2 experiment. This is
followed by details of a finite element methods (FEM) model used to simulate the IJkdijk
experiments and calculate PWP assuming that BEP does not occur. Trends in PWP caused
specifically by BEP progression are isolated by comparing I2009T2 PWP measurements with
the modeled PWPs that assume no BEP.
2.2 IJkdijk 2009 Test 2 Description
IJkdijk, translating to test levee in English, was a facility to conduct full scale experi-
ments. Located in the Netherlands, the IJkdijk experiments were designed to study failure
mechanisms of flood protection structures and monitoring and mitigation of those respective
failure mechanisms. The IJkdijk 2009 experiments were designed to investigate the pro-
gression of BEP for the following purposes: (1) validate Sellmeijer’s models, (2) investigate
the process and validate the theory of BEP progression, and (3) test instrumentation and
monitoring (Van Beek et al., 2009b). The experiments were designed with a sandy aquifer
underlying a clay embankment to promote the progression of BEP. Figure 2.1 displays the
schematic of the I2009T2 experiment; demonstrating the location and geometry of the sandy
aquifer relative to the clay embankment. The intention of I2009T2 is to further understand
the reliability of existing BEP prediction models in coarse grained sands (Van Beek et al.,
2009b). To do this, the sandy aquifer is composed of a clean, coarse-grained sand with a
hydraulic conductivity (k) of 1.4 × 10−4 m/s. The aquifer is 19 m wide and 36.9 m long
at the top of the aquifer with tapered sides at a ratio of 1:2, as shown in Figure 2.1. The
clay embankment is 3.5 m tall with a width of 19 m and length of 15 m, located 8.2 m from
downstream most edge of the aquifer (9.7 m from the upstream most edge of the aquifer).
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The interface of the aquifer with the clay embankment is assumed to be impermeable as
the clay embankment is designed to have a hydraulic conductivity more than two orders of
magnitude lower than that of the sandy aquifer. The upstream reservoir is 19 m wide and
9.7 m long, with an increasing hydraulic load. The downstream reservoir, a 19 m by 8.2 m
area, has a constant hydraulic load of 0 m. The remainder of the sandy aquifer boarders are
impermeable.
The loading schedule was designed to capture BEP equilibrium at increasing water levels
and determine the critical hydraulic load. The upstream water level was increased while the
downstream water level was maintained at the surface level of the sandy aquifer. At the
beginning of the experiment, the upstream water level was increased at 0.1 m increments
every hour until observation of sand transport occurred. Sand transport was observed at
26 h as the upstream reservoir was increased to 1.6 m. The upstream water level was held
constant at 1.6 m for 20 h to allow BEP to equilibrate. Due to time constraints, the upstream
water level was raised by 0.1 m at 46 h, 56 h and 66 h with out allowing BEP to equilibrate
(Van Beek et al., 2009b).
The monitoring scheme included piezometers to collect PWP measurements, fiber-optic
cable to capture local strains and temperature changes, and weirs to collect flow rates out
of the downstream reservoir. The piezometers included 120 sensors in 15 cross sections
(columns) and 8 rows. Van Beek et al. (2009b) reported that 79 of the sensors were considered
functional through the entirety of the experiment; this research uses only the functioning
sensors. Figure 2.1 shows the piezometer locations at the top of the sandy aquifer; functioning
sensors are denoted with a dot while non-functioning sensors are denoted with an x. Fiber-
optic cable was placed between the sandy aquifer and clay embankment in 5 rows, while
the weirs were placed at the outflow of the downstream reservoir to measure the fluid flow
through the sandy aquifer as BEP progresses (Van Beek et al., 2009b).
Progression of BEP was through sand traces, water boils and sand boils. Sand traces are
defined as isolated, cloudy streams without visible sand movement, likely the observation
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of fines being eroded from the sand matrix. Water boils are defined as localized features
of concentrated flow with sand movement but no sand transport. Sand boils are defined
by sand transport, indicating active BEP progression. In the I2009T2 experiment, sand
traces are observed early, at 3 h into the experiment, while water boils are observed later at
25 h, followed closely by sand boil observation at 28 h that indicate the initiation of BEP
progression. Sand boil observation continued through the extent of the experiment. Breach
was observed around 95 h, at which time forward erosion initiated and continued until
embankment collapse (Van Beek et al., 2009b). Trends of PWP measurements collected
















Reliable Sensors Unreliable Sensors
9.7 m 8.2 m 
Figure 2.1: IJkdijk 2009 Experiment 2 dimensions and location of PWP sensors.
2.3 Finite Element Modeling of IJkdijk 2009 Test 2
It is important to understand the effects of BEP progression on PWP measurements. To
do this, a FEM model is created to predict PWP trends during the I2009T2 experiment,
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assuming that BEP progression does not occur. The PWP trends assuming no BEP are
then compared with the PWP trends from the I2009T2 experiment. To be able to compare
PWP trends, the FEM model is based on geometry and soil parameters consistent with the
I2009T2 experiment. The FEM model is built in COMSOL Multiphysics, versions 4.3a and
5.2a (further referred to as COMSOL). The simplified 3-dimensional Darcy’s law assuming
steady state conditions, as shown in Equation 2.1, is used to calculate PWP.
Qm = ∇ · (−ρk(∇p+∇D)) (2.1)
Qm is the mass source term of fluid flow in [m
3/s] (Qm = ∇ · (ρ~u) where u is the Darcy
velocity [m/s]), ρ is the fluid density [kg/m3], p is the pore water pressure expressed in
meters, k is the hydraulic conductivity [m/s], g is the gravitational acceleration, and D is
the elevation head [m].
Geometry and parameters are determined from the I2009T2 experiment. The hydraulic
conductivity of the aquifer is set to 1.4 × 10−4 m/s, the bulk hydraulic conductivity of
the I2009T2 experiment determined before initiation of internal erosion. The hydraulic
conductivity of the clay embankment of the I2009T2 was designed to have a k two orders of
magnitude less than the sandy aquifer. In the FEM model it is therefore assumed that the
boundary between the sandy aquifer and clay embankment is impermeable. All boundaries,
besides those between the aquifer and the upstream and downstream reservoirs, are assumed
to be impermeable. The upstream and downstream boundaries, as labeled in Figure 2.1,
are 19 m by 9.7 m and 19 m by 8.2 m, respectively. The upstream boundary is assigned a
hydraulic pressure boundary with increasing pressures based on the increasing load schedule
of the I2009T2 experiment, as described in (Van Beek et al., 2009b). The downstream
boundary is assigned a hydraulic pressure boundary of 0 m.
The FEM is meshed differently in earlier models (as used in Chapter’s 2 and 3) than
in later models (Chapters 4 and 5). Earlier models are meshed using tetrahedral elements,
ranging in size between 0.02 m and 1.8 m. This is discussed in more detail in Chapter 3,
and shown in Figure 3.2. The FEM mesh in later models is composed of brick elements.
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The mesh underneath the clay embankment is composed of brick elements with width and
length of 0.25 m and a depth of 0.05 m. The remainder of the aquifer is meshed based on
these elements with a minimum dimension of 0.132 m, a maximum dimension of 1.81 m, and
a maximum growth rate of 1.4. The resulting model has a 242,505 degrees of freedom.
2.4 PWP Transitions Characteristic of Backwards Erosion
Trends observed in the PWP measurements collected during the IJkdijk 2009 Test 2
experiment are compared with modeled PWP assuming no BEP progression (referred to
as PWP assuming no BEP); Figure 2.2 shows the PWP trends from one cross section.
Figure 2.2a demonstrates I2009T2 PWP measurement, PWP assuming no BEP, and the
I2009T2 upstream water level in time. Figure 2.2b shows the I2009T2 PWP normalized to
the modeled PWP assuming no BEP. Each normalized PWP is offset to clearly show temporal
trends. Figure 2.2c shows the I200T2 PWP normalized to the upstream water level during
the I2009T2 experiment. Cross section 8 is used to demonstrate trends in measured PWP in
Figure 2.2 because it is located toward the center of the embankment and is assumed to be
the cross section closest to a dominating progressing BEP channel (Sellmeijer et al., 2011).
Figure 2.2a shows that there is a decrease in I2009T2 PWP relative to modelled PWP as-
suming no BEP. The time at which the PWP measurements start to noticeably deviate from
PWP assuming no BEP is referred to as the first detection of BEP in the PWP data (fd).
The temporal point of fd is labeled in Figure 2.2b and Figure 2.2c. During initial loading,
between 0 and 20 h, the absolute and normalized PWP trends are noisy due to relatively
low PWP measurements and increasing upstream water levels. First detection is observed at
about the same time in all PWP sensors along the displayed cross section shortly after 20 h,
occurring after sand trace observations but shortly before the first sand boil observations, as
discussed in Parekh et al. (2016). Sand traces indicate localized particle movement and the
first observation of potential BEP. Sand boils are the result of transportation of sand from
the aquifer. The occurrence of simultaneous fd in downstream and upstream sensors, be-


























Figure 2.2: I2009T2 PWP measurements along a cross section. (a) absolute PWP, PWP
assuming no BEP, and UWL; (b) I2009T2 PWP normalized by PWP assuming no BEP
and fd and ps points; (c) I2009T2 PWP normalized by the I2009T2 UWL. Green highlights
the time between fd and ps, while blue highlights the time between ps and breach at the
upstream reservoir. Figure modified from Parekh et al. (2016).
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influenced by the initial formation of the BEP channel. This further indicates that remote
sensors are influenced by BEP initiation and progression.
A sharp drop in PWP relative to the steady decrease experienced after fd occurs in some
of the I2009T2 sensors, as shown in two sensors displayed in Figure 2.2. Hoffmans (2014) and
Sellmeijer et al. (2011) show that measurements located close the BEP channel experience
increased responses in PWP; however, further research is required.
As BEP progresses, an equilibration in PWP deviation is observed. This equilibration
is referred to as pressure stabilization in the PWP data (ps), labeled in Figure 2.2b and
Figure 2.2c. The ps trend is first observed in downstream PWP sensors. This trend indicates
that BEP progresses upstream of the PWP sensor and the influence on PWP in that location
is reduced. Pressure stabilization is not observed in upstream PWP sensors, likely due to
the sensor proximity to the upstream toe. As BEP breaches the upstream toe, at about
95 h, there is a jump in I2009T2 PWP measurements, indicating an increased hydraulic
connection with the upstream reservoir. This increase in PWP likely overshadows ps in the
upstream sensors.
Figure 2.3 shows spatial contours of ps times of the I2009T2 functioning sensors. As ps
occurs after BEP progresses upstream of the sensors, the timing indicates a general timing
and spatial pattern of BEP progression.
Pressure stabilization timing increases consistently across most of the embankment. How-
ever, zones of early ps, outlined in red in Figure 2.3, could indicate approximate location and
shape of the dominant BEP channel. Further research is needed to demonstrate BEP chan-
nel location, temporal progression of BEP, and the influence of BEP on PWP measurements,
as will be discussed in Chapter 3.
2.5 Conclusions
It is crucial to understand the influence of backwards erosion piping (BEP) on pore
water pressure (PWP). PWP measurements collected during the full scale IJkdijk 2009 Test
2 (I2009T2) BEP erosion experiment are analyzed. The PWP measurements demonstrate
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Figure 2.3: Spatial contours of pressure stabilization (ps) trends observed in I2009T2 PWP
measurements. Figure from Parekh et al. (2016).
characteristic trends that correlate with observations during the I2009T2 experiments and
indicate progression location and timing of BEP.
As BEP initiates, between temporal observations of sand traces and sand boils, clear
decreases in PWP are observed simultaneously in all sensors. This point, described as the first
detect (fd) time, occurs in time shortly before sand boils are observed indicating that BEP
channel initiation influences local and remote PWP measurements. Pressure stabilization
(ps) is observed after (fd); this stabilization is observed first in downstream PWP sensors.
The ps times correlate with the progression of BEP upstream of the sensor location. Spatial
and temporal analysis of ps times demonstrate a rate of progression and general location of
the main BEP channels. Further analysis is required to define BEP channel location, length
of BEP channels, and rate of BEP progression.
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CHAPTER 3
TRENDS IN PORE WATER PRESSURE DUE TO BACKWARDS EROSION PIPING
EXPLAINED THROUGH CHANGES IN HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY
Portions of this chapter are modified from a paper published in the proceedings for the
United States Society of Dam Conference (USSD) 2017:
Explaining pore water pressure changes due to backwards erosion piping through changes
in hydraulic conductivity, It’s a Small World: Managing our Water Resources, 2017.
Carolyne Bocovich1,2, Wim Kanning1,3, Minal Parekh1,4, Mike Mooney5
3.1 Introduction
In order to better understand backwards erosion piping (BEP) using finite element meth-
ods (FEM) modeling, it is important to understand how FEM captures the changes in pore
water pressure (PWP) observed during the IJkdijk 2009 Test 2 (I2009T2) experiment. This
chapter explores the ability to capture similar PWP trends observed during BEP, addressing
the question: How can FEM modeling using changes in hydraulic conductivity capture the
changes in PWP caused by the progression of BEP?
Detection of BEP is often via observations of concentrated seepage and sand boils (David
Ford Consulting Engineers & USACE Hydrologic Engineering Center, 2013). However, these
observations give little information regarding how far BEP has progressed, rate of progres-
sion, and probability of breach upstream of the embankment. Chapter 2 and Parekh et al.
(2016) provide insight of PWP trends caused by the progression of BEP. The research pre-
sented in this chapter connects spatial changes in hydraulic conductivity (k) to trends in
1Primary researchers and coauthors
2PhD Student, Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Colorado School of Mines, Golden, CO
3Researcher/Consultant Dike Safety, Deltares, Delft, Netherlands
4Civil Engineer, United States Army Corps of Engineers, Risk Management Center, Lakewood, CO
5Professor, Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Colorado School of Mines, Golden, CO
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PWP that occur during BEP. The aim of this research is to better understand the connec-
tion between observable PWP and BEP. The results will further be applied to investigate
the ability to estimate the spatial progression of BEP by comparing modeled PWP with
measured PWP.
Measured PWP and PWP trends are observed during the I2009T2 experiments, as dis-
cussed in Chapter 2. The I2009T2 experiment was conducted in the Netherlands with the
aim to better understand the failure mechanism of BEP progression, validate BEP predic-
tions models and study monitoring techniques of BEP progression (Van Beek et al., 2009b).
This chapter will introduce a FEMmodel used to simulate the I2009T2 experiment. It will
then present synthetic case studies created using this FEM models to simulate BEP. PWP
trends calculated from the synthetic case studies are compared with spatial and temporal
trends observed during the I2009T2 experiment.
3.2 Finite Element Modeling of IJkdijk 2009 Test 2
FEM modeling was performed using COMSOL Multiphysics version 4.3a to calculate
modeled pore water pressure (PWP) responses to spatial changes in hydraulic conductivity
designed to simulate a BEP channel. A simplified 3-dimensional transient model using
Darcy’s law with a conservation of mass equation, as shown in Equation 3.1, is used to model
fluid flow in both the undisturbed aquifer and the simulated BEP channel, as described by
















such that p [m] is the spatially distributed pore water pressure, t is time, k is the spatially
distributed hydraulic conductivity, Ss is the specific storage, and x, y, and z are the spatial
dimensions. One assumption is that the hydraulic conductivity and specific storage are
isotropic. It is also assumed that specific storage remains constant at 10−8 1/Pa, regardless of
changes in the hydraulic conductivity. Cardiff & Barrash (2011) demonstrate that the specific
gravity does not significantly affect the relationship between the hydraulic conductivity and
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modeled PWP.
The 3-dimensional model is based on the I2009T2 geometry, PWP sensor locations, and
soil properties as described in Chapter 2. Figure 3.1 shows the I2009T2 dimensions and
PWP locations. There were 120 PWP sensors built into the full scale experiment, however,
only 79 sensors were reported as reliable throughout the experiment (Van Beek et al., 2009b).
Reliable sensors are denoted with a dot while unreliable sensors are denoted with an x.
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Figure 3.1: I2009T2 geometry, sensor locations, and location of the upstream (US) and
downstream (DS) reservoirs. Figure is from Bocovich et al. (2017a).
The FEM model is composed of tetrahedral elements, as shown in Figure 3.2. The
elements range in size between 0.02 m and 1.8 m. Small elements are designed to capture










Figure 3.2: COMSOL Multiphysics FEM model with tetrahedral elements. Figure from
Bocovich et al. (2017a).
3.3 Case Studies Modeling BEP
BEP channels are modeled in COMSOL as an anomaly of increased hydraulic conductiv-
ity relative to the aquifer hydraulic conductivity of 1.4× 10−4 m/s, with a wide and shallow
cross sectional area. Bersan et al. (2013) and Vandenboer et al. (2018) demonstrate the
applicability to model BEP by increasing the hydraulic conductivity in a FEM model to
simulate a BEP channel and applying Darcy’s law to model fluid flow in both the undis-
turbed aquifer and the BEP channel. The increased hydraulic conductivity in simulated BEP
channel represents the decreased resistance to fluid flow within the BEP channel, dependent
on the channel depth and width.
Simulated BEP channels are located at the top of the sandy aquifer connected to the
downstream toe. This is modeled by adding a domain at the top of the aquifer with a
depth of 0.25 m. Due to computational ability, the width and depth of the simulated BEP
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channels are larger than an expected BEP channel, as observed during small and medium
scale experiments (Van Beek, 2015). It is assumed that PWP trends are affected by the
combined BEP parameters of width, depth and hydraulic conductivity, as demonstrated by
Olsen & Stephens (2016). The fifth case study discussed in this chapter further investigates
this assumption.
Five case studies are designed to better understand PWP response to BEP. Each demon-
strates different potential changes in hydraulic conductivity during the I2009T2 experiment.
The study results are then compared with the PWP trends observed in the I2009T2 experi-
ment. The case studies are designed as follows:
• Case 1: Homogeneous model
The first case assumes no BEP and no changes in hydraulic conductivity. Upstream
water levels (UWL) are modeled after UWL during the I2009T2 experiment. This case
is designed to further explore PWP trends as described in Chapter 2.
• Case 2: Propagating BEP with constant UWL
The second case is designed to simulate a simple propagating BEP channel. The
anomaly is a straight, with high hydraulic conductivity of 0.01 m/s (relative to the
1.4 × 10−4 m/s aquifer hydraulic conductivity), and dimensions of 0.25 m width and
0.25 m depth. The anomaly is located directly under the eighth cross section of PWP
sensors. UWLs are constant with a hydraulic head of 1.8 m, relative to a downstream
hydraulic head of 0 m. The anomaly is modeled with increasing lengths of 2.5 m, 7.5
m, 12.5 m and 15 m from the downstream toe, as shown in Figure 3.5.
• Case 3: Propagating BEP with increasing UWL
The third case is designed to simulate a propagating BEP channel with increasing
hydraulic gradient. The relationship between the simulated BEP channel and modeled
UWL is a linear relationship of UWL = 1
5.4
(l + 0.35) such that l is the length of the
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simulated BEP channel. This relationship is based on Sellmeijer’s 2011 equilibrium
model (Sellmeijer et al., 2011) and reported by Kramer (2014). The anomaly has a
constant hydraulic conductivity of 0.01 m/s, width of 0.25 m and depth of 0.25 m. The
aquifer hydraulic conductivity is based on the I2009T2 initial hydraulic conductivity
of 1.4× 10−4 m/s.
• Case 4: Clogging at the upstream reservoir
The fourth case is designed to test the possibility that clogging occurs at the interface
of the sandy aquifer and upstream reservoir (Van Beek et al., 2009b). The FEM model
has a low hydraulic conductivity anomaly of 10−5 m/s, compared with the I2009T2
aquifer hydraulic conductivity of 1.4×10−4 m/s. The low hydraulic conductivity resides
just below the upstream reservoir. UWL is set to a hydraulic head of 1.8 m and steady
state seepage conditions are assumed.
• Case 5: Combined BEP channel width and hydraulic conductivity effects on spatial
PWP trends
The fifth case intends to better understand the connection between the width, depth
and hydraulic conductivity of a simulated BEP anomaly. This case intends to un-
derstand whether a wider, or deeper, simulated BEP channel will result in similar
PWP trends as a smaller more permeable BEP channel. The simulated BEP channels
increase in width with proportional decrease in hydraulic conductivity. The corre-
sponding width and hydraulic conductivity magnitudes are shown in Table 3.1. The
simulated BEP channel has a length of 5 m, with an upstream water level of 1.8 m
and downstream water level of 0 m.
The first case study is intended to compare and further determine PWP trends due
to BEP progression during the I2009T2 experiments. The PWP contours of the I2009T2
experiment and cases 2 through 5 are compared. Cases 2 and 3 further investigate the PWP
trends to a progressing BEP. The simulated PWP is normalized to both the UWL and PWP
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Table 3.1: Simulated BEP channel width and hydraulic conductivity combinations




calculated with a homogeneous model as described in Case 1. Trends will be compared with
trends observed during the I2009T2 experiment, as described in Chapter 2.
3.4 Results
3.4.1 Case 1: Homogeneous Model Compared with I2009T2 PWP Trends
The I2009T2 PWP are analyzed to better understand the progression of BEP. Chapter 2
demonstrates that trends in PWP change as BEP progresses. As the BEP initiates there is a
correlating decrease in PWP, denoted as the time of first detection (fd) in Chapter 2. As BEP
progresses, the decreasing trends in the PWP stabilize, denoted as the location of pressure
stabilization (ps). These trends are seen in PWP measurements from the eighth cross section
of PWP measurements, as shown in Figure 3.3. Parekh et al. (2016) demonstrate that the
decreases in PWP are consistent with observed sand boil activity.
Spatial trends are also apparent when contours of PWP are plotted in time, as shown
in Figure 3.4. PWP is interpolated between the PWP sensor locations using COMSOL
Multiphysics assuming a linear interpolation and constant extrapolation. Figure 3.4a shows
the absolute PWP and Figure 3.4b shows the change in PWP from the Case 1 PWP assuming
no BEP. The PWP contours demonstrate localized zones of increased deviation from expected
PWP assuming no BEP occurs. These localized zones of increased deviation indicate the
occurrence of BEP and are consistent with locations of sand boil observations (Parekh et al.,
2016). The spatial trends in PWP capture the influence of BEP on PWP, and demonstrate
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(a) I2009T2 pwp and Case 1 pwp assuming no BEP
(b) I2009T2 pwp normalized to I2009T2 upstream water level (UWL)
(c) I2009T2 pwp Normalized to Case 1 pwp assuming no BEP
Figure 3.3: I2009T2 PWP trends caused by BEP. (a) Compared with Case 1 PWP calculated
assuming no BEP. (b) Normalized with the I2009T2 Upstream water level. (c) Normalized
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Figure 3.4: PWP contours at select time steps demonstrating the non-uniformity and com-
plexity of BEP progression. Both the absolute I2009T2 PWP contours are shown and con-
tours demonstrating the changes in PWP due to BEP calculated by taking the difference
between the I2009T2 PWP and the Case 1 PWP assuming no BEP.
Case studies two through five investigate potential spatial changes in hydraulic conduc-
tivity to simulate these temporal and spatial changes in PWP caused by BEP progression
during the I2009T2 experiment.
3.4.2 Case 2: Propagating BEP with Constant Upstream Water Level
Case 2 aims to increase understanding of the effect of BEP progression on PWP mea-
surements with a constant hydraulic gradient. Figure 3.5 demonstrates the simulated BEP
anomaly and resulting spatial PWP trends. Trends are more clearly observed when isolated
to those due to the simulated BEP channel. These trends are isolated by taking the differ-
ence in PWP between the Case 2 PWP trends and Case 1 PWP trends (assuming a spatially
homogeneous hydraulic conductivity). The greatest change in PWP is observed around the

















































Figure 3.5: Case 2 Simulated BEP channels, absolute Case 2 PWP, and Spatial PWP trends
due to the simulated BEP channels (calculated by taking the difference with Case 2 PWP
and Case 1 PWP).
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Temporal trends are observed both local to the simulated BEP channel and remote from
the simulated BEP channel, as observed in Figure 3.6. The normalized PWPs local to the
simulated BEP channel decrease as long as the simulated BEP channel remains downstream
of the PWP location. As soon as the BEP channel reaches the location of the PWP sen-
sor, the modeled PWP stabilizes and starts to increase again. This is very similar to the
pressure stabilization trends observed in the I2009T2 PWP. This response in PWP clearly
demonstrates the BEP channel length in the PWP measurements. However, this response
is not as clear in the PWP locations remote from the simulated BEP channel. I2009T2
PWP trends (seen in Figure 3.3) do not noticeably increase after pressure stabilization, as
opposed to PWP trends in Case 2 (seen in Figure 3.6); differences between the I2009T2
and FEM PWP trends are potentially due to the complexity of BEP progression during the
I2009T2 experiment. The remote PWP response, as shown in Figure 3.6, are investigated
using PWP sensors from cross section 6, about 3 m removed from the BEP channel. PWP
response remote of the BEP channel experience similar trends to PWP local to the BEP
channel, but with a decreased magnitude and with a lag time. The lag time would make the
indication of BEP channel length difficult from a single cross section of PWP data.
3.4.3 Case 3: Propagating BEP with Increasing Upstream Water Level
Case 3 investigates PWP response due to propagating BEP and increasing water lev-
els. BEP is dependent on the hydraulic gradient across the embankment and the I2009T2
experiments start with a low hydraulic gradient that is increased in a controlled effort to
capture the critical hydraulic gradient. Therefore, the simultaneously increasing hydraulic
gradient and BEP channel length is investigated to provide more information about how the
simultaneous changes effect PWP trends. Figure 3.7 shows these PWP trends along two
cross sections relative to increasing BEP length. The first cross section is the eighth PWP
sensor cross section, local to the simulated BEP channel. The second cross section is the






















































































(a) PWP trends local to the BEP channel (b) PWP trends remote from the BEP channel
Figure 3.6: PWP trends observed in Case 2 relative to linearly progressing BEP channel.
(a) PWP from sensor cross section 8 represents PWP trends local to the BEP channel; (b)
PWP from cross section 6 represent PWP trends remote from the BEP channel by about 3
m.
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(a) PWP trends local to the BEP channel (b) PWP trends remote from the BEP channel
Figure 3.7: PWP trends observed in Case 3 relative to linearly progressing BEP channel with
simultaneously increasing upstream water level. (a) PWP from sensor cross section 8 repre-
sents PWP trends local to the BEP channel; (b) PWP from cross section 6 representation
PWP trends remote from the BEP channel by about 3 m.
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The normalized PWP from case 3 demonstrates similar trends as observed from the case
2 PWP trends and those observed during the I2009T2 experiment. There is a clear decrease
in normalized PWP, normalized by the upstream water level and by case 1 normalized PWP
assuming no BEP. The decrease in normalized PWP is followed by a stabilization of PWP
or by increases in normalized PWP. Unlike case 2, the stabilization trends lag behind the
BEP channel length in both the PWP local to the BEP channel and remote from the BEP
channel. This indicates that PWP trends are related to BEP channel, but cannot directly
indicate BEP length.
3.4.4 Case 4: Clogging at the Upstream Reservoir
Case 4 demonstrates PWP changes caused by a simulated clogging layer between the
sandy aquifer and upstream reservoir, as suggested by Van Beek et al. (2009b). Figure 3.8
demonstrates the location of the hydraulic anomaly simulating an upstream clogging layer,
the PWP absolute PWP contours, and PWP contours relative to case 1 PWP contours as-
suming a homogeneous sandy aquifer without BEP or clogging layer. As Figure 3.8 demon-
strates, a clogging layer causes a decrease in PWP that is greatest at the upstream toe and
diminishes approximately linearly toward the downstream toe. The spatial trends in PWP
caused from the simulated upstream clogging layer do not represent spatial PWP trends
observed during I2009T2 PWP measurements, as observed in Figure 3.4.
3.4.5 Case 5: Combined BEP Channel Width and Hydraulic Conductivity Ef-
fects on Spatial PWP Trends
Case 5 demonstrates the combined effect of width and hydraulic conductivity of a BEP
channel on spatial PWP trends. This is to investigate the applicability of modeling a BEP
channel with larger dimensions than expected. Figure 3.9 shows the simulated BEP channels
with varying width and hydraulic conductivity and the corresponding spatial trends in PWP.
The absolute PWP is shown as well as the PWP representing the change in PWP due to the










































































Figure 3.8: Case 4 investigating the effect of an upstream clogging layer and the corre-
sponding absolute PWP responses and PWP response relative to a homogeneous model as
described by case 1.
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by taking the difference between the case 5 PWP and PWP calculated with a homogeneous
model as described in case 1. Figure 3.9 demonstrates that there is little change in magnitude
and spatial extent of PWP changes as the BEP channel width increases with simultaneous
decreases in hydraulic conductivity. The shape of the spatial PWP gradient around the tip
of the BEP channel does change slightly due to the width of the BEP channel.
3.5 Conclusions
FEM modeling was computed using COMSOL Multiphysics, version 4.3a. BEP channels
are simulated by modeling a zone of increased hydraulic conductivity that simulates a linearly
progressing BEP channel. Spatial changes are observed with spatial changes in I2009T2 PWP
measurements. Changes in PWP caused by propagating BEP channels, as in cases 2 and
3, are compared with temporal PWP trends as discussed in Chapter 2 and Parekh et al.
(2016).
Results from cases 2, 3, and 5 demonstrate that similar PWP trends are calculated from
modeling a simplified BEP channel in a FEM model. PWP changes, relative to a homoge-
neous model as discussed in case 1, is greatest around the tip of the BEP channel. This is
logical, as this is the location with the greatest hydraulic connection with the downstream
toe, or constant hydraulic head of 0 m. The PWP sensors downstream of the BEP channel
tip experience an increased hydraulic connection to both the downstream and the upstream,
explaining the pressure stabilization observed in I2009T2 experiment, and the increase in
PWP observed in cases 2 and 3. A similar pattern is observed in the I2009T2 PWP, creating
a decrease in PWP and stabilization of PWP, denoted as first detection (fd) and pressure
stabilization (ps).
Results from case 4, investigating PWP response to an upstream clogging layer, demon-
strate that the spatial PWP response is greatest toward the upstream toe and decreases
linearly toward the downstream toe. This response in PWP does not simulate PWP trends
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Figure 3.9: Case 5 simulated BEP channels representing changing BEP width and hydraulic
conductivity with corresponding absolute spatial PWP and PWP changes due to the BEP
channel.
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The research in this chapter verifies the ability to simulate general PWP responses ob-
served in the I2009T2 experiment as BEP progresses. However, the simulated spatial trends
and trends relative to increasing BEP channel length are simplified relative to those observed
during the I2009T2 experiment. This indicates that progression of BEP during the I2009T2
experiment is much more complex than a single, longitudinal BEP channel. Further re-
search is required to better understand the temporal and spatial progression of BEP, which
is investigated and discussed in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 4
ESTIMATING SPATIAL CHANGES IN HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY BY
INVERTING PORE WATER PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS
4.1 Introduction
Backwards erosion piping (BEP) is a dominant failure mechanism and contributor to risk
in earthen dams and levees (EDL) (Foster et al., 2000; USBR and USACE, 2015; VNK, 2015).
However, BEP is very difficult to observe and monitor due to its nature of progressing internal
to the structure and localized effects relative to the size of embankments. BEP channels are
often very small, ranging from mm to cm in small and medium scale experiments (Van Beek
et al., 2009b), relative to levee embankment lengths that can stretch up to several kilometers
to hundreds of kilometers. It is important to understand the extent and capabilities of
monitoring techniques to detect and capture BEP. The research presented in this chapter
focuses on the ability of pore water pressure (PWP) and inversion analysis to capture and re-
create anomalies in hydraulic conductivity (k) that mimic a BEP channel with two objectives.
The first objective is to understand the ability of inversion to capture BEP from monitoring
PWP. This includes understanding the influence of sensor spacing, anomaly parameters,
propagating anomalies, multiple anomalies, and asymmetric anomalies on the ability to re-
create synthetic anomalies. The second objective is to understand the ability to re-create
BEP based on dense measurements, e.g. during experiments, for which the IJkdijk 2009 Test
2 (I2009T2) sensor setup is used. In 2009, full scale IJkdijk experiments were conducted in the
Netherlands to increase understanding of the mechanism and monitoring of BEP (Van Beek
et al., 2009b). During the I2009T2 experiment, densely spaced PWP measurements captured
the progression of BEP.
To achieve these objectives, a series of synthetic models containing spatial anomalies in
hydraulic conductivity (to simulate BEP) were created using finite element method (FEM)
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modeling. The inversion analysis then re-creates the anomalies by inverting PWP measure-
ments to determine the capabilities and limitations of the inversion analysis. This chapter
will present: (1) the inversion analysis used; (2) assumptions used to constrain the inversion
analysis; (3) the ability of the inversion analysis to locate and capture properties of synthetic
models simulating BEP; and (4) how these findings impact BEP monitoring.
BEP is a type of internal erosion, occurring as soil erosion initiates at a seepage exit
and progresses backwards toward the upstream reservoir. For BEP to occur there must be
a continuous flow path with hydraulic source, an unfiltered exit, and an erodible material
underlying a material that forms a roof to support a continuous pipe or void (USBR and
USACE, 2015). The difference in the size between BEP and the extent of levee embankments
makes monitoring of BEP very difficult.
It is important to understand the extent of influence BEP has on PWP measurements,
and ideal spacing for PWP arrays to monitor for BEP progression. Chapter 2 and Chapter 3
demonstrate that BEP affects PWP distribution of a progressing BEP channel, both locally
(within a few centimeters) and remotely (within a few meters). The use of local and remote
PWP to capture BEP progression and parameters is investigated as part of the first objective
in this research, including PWP sensor spacing needed to capture the BEP channel. It is
also important to understand how properties of the BEP channel might affect the ability
of inversion analysis of PWP to capture the anomalies, including: size of the BEP channel,
magnitude of hydraulic conductivity of the anomaly, progression of the anomaly, number of
anomalies and shape of the anomalies.
The I2009T2 experiment collected densely spaced PWP measurements with an aim to
increase understanding of BEP progression patterns and rate. This research uses this ex-
perimental setup to investigate the ability of inversion analysis to invert PWP to capture
progressing BEP channels. To do this, it is imperative to understand the capabilities and
limitations of inversion to re-create spatial changes in hydraulic conductivity. The second
aim of this chapter is to demonstrate the reliability of the inverse analysis using PWP mea-
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surements from I2009T2 to re-create BEP induced anomalies in hydraulic conductivity.
4.1.1 Inversion Background
Inversion analysis estimates non-observable parameters based on indirect observations
and a model that relates the indirect observations to the non-observable parameters. Many
soil parameters, material characterization, and boundary locations between different types
of soil cannot be directly observed in-situ. Inversion methods of indirect observations can
be used to increase understanding of these unknowns using various and multiple monitoring
methods. Optimization methods, such as gradient based inversions or statistically based
optimization methods are a relatively new and developing field in geotechnical engineering
(Tang & Kung, 2009). A few examples of gradient based inversions used in the field of
geotechnical engineering include the estimation of soil strength parameters from deformation
observations (Cividini et al., 1981; Finno & Calvello, 2005; Tang & Kung, 2009) and soil
strength parameters from piezometers, rain gauges and inclinometer observations applied to
landslide modeling (Calvello, 2017; Ghasemi et al., 2017).
The ability to estimate spatial changes in k based on PWP measurements is a researched
technique in the field of hydrology and hydro-geophysics; however, most of these analyses
utilize data from pump and slug tests to perform inversions that utilize multiple series
of hydraulic sources and sinks (unlike the upstream and downstream reservoirs of a levee
system) (Cardiff & Kitanidis, 2008; Carrera et al., 2005; Poeter & Hill, 1997; Yeh et al., 2015).
Yeh et al. (2015) discuss the ill-posed nature of estimating k from PWP measurements. The
PWP data is often noisy, the inversion analysis is unstable, and the Darcy flow equation
is non-linear. Pump and slug tests create multiple data sets with varying source and sink
locations, allowing an inversion analysis to apply tomographic data to estimate spatially
varying k. The inversion analysis to capture BEP is unique, as the boundary conditions are
modeled after a levee embankment with one source, the upstream reservoir, and one sink, the
downstream reservoir with an array of PWP measurements. The boundary conditions from
I2009T2 are well defined and observations of BEP from small and medium scale experiments
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provide assumptions that can be applied to constrain the inversion analysis.
4.1.2 Inversion Methodology
Inversion analyses use indirect observations (d) to estimate spatially distributed and
discretized parameters (m) related by a forward model (G) such that d = Gm. In this
research, an array of PWP measurements (d) are inverted to estimate 2-dimensional spatially
discretized hydraulic conductivity (m) using a 3-dimensional FEM model (G) to solve steady
state Darcy’s law relating hydraulic conductivity to PWP. The inversion minimizes the
difference between the results of the forward model using the estimated parameters and the
indirect observations, as shown in Equation 4.1.
min ‖Wd(d−Gm)‖ (4.1)
Wd is a weighting factor array to account for the measurement error. Gradient based methods
used to solve under-determined inverse problems set the derivative of Equation 4.1 equal to
zero to find a minimization. If G is linear, m is solved for directly, as shown in Equation 4.2.
m = (GTW Td WdG)
−1GTW Td Wdd (4.2)
However, the inverse analysis between PWP and hydraulic conductivity is non-linear. Non-
linear inversion analysis is an iterative approach assuming linearity around a point, or esti-
mates of the unknown parameters (mi), using Taylor’s expansion
(





. Modifying Equation 4.1 and solving for the change in the model (∆m = m − mi)
results in Equation 4.3,
∆m = (JTW Td WdJ)
−1JTW Td Wd(d−Gmi) (4.3)
such that J is the Jacobian matrix (J = ∂Gm
i
∂m
|m=mi). As Yeh et al. (2015) explain, the inverse
problem between PWP and k is non-unique and ill-posed. This research uses the SNOPT
(Sparse Nonlinear OPTimizer) inversion method in COMSOL Multiphysics, version 5.2a
(further referred to as COMSOL) to include assumptions as constraints in the minimization
equation (Equation 4.1) to reduce non-uniqueness and ill-posedness; the SNOPT method
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is explained by Cardiff & Kitanidis (2008) and Gill et al. (2005). To solve ∆m with the
constraints, SNOPT uses an iterative scheme (in this case, the conjugate gradient method).
Once ∆m is solved for, it is used to update the estimate of unknown parameters (mi),
and another iteration is initiated; iterations continue until convergence. Convergence is
checked by determining that there is no change in two factors: (1) the inversion error, or
the difference between calculated PWP and measured PWP (Wd(Gm
i − Gmi+1)); and (2)





Synthetic models are created to understand the ability of the inversion to capture BEP
progression through a series of four steps. First, a synthetic model is built in COMSOL
with a known synthetic anomaly in the hydraulic conductivity. Second, this synthetic model
is used to calculate PWP at a set of locations designated by the PWP sensor array to use
as the observations driving the inversion analysis. Third, the inversion analysis attempts
to re-create the synthetic anomaly using the calculated PWP measurements. Fourth, the
re-created model is compared with the original synthetic model by focusing on the location,
length, and parameters of the BEP channel. Investigated parameters of the BEP channel
include: the absolute hydraulic conductivity, width of the channel, and equivalent hydraulic
conductivity. Equivalent hydraulic conductivity is the equivalent hydraulic conductivity of
the entire aquifer to quantify the combined parameters of hydraulic conductivity, depth and
width of the channel.
Four sets of synthetic models study specific aspects of the ability for the inversion anal-
ysis to recreate spatial hydraulic conductivity anomalies. The first set of synthetic models
aim to understand the ability of inversion to re-create a simple, straight, transverse anomaly
at varying sensor spacing. The second set of experiments demonstrate the ability of the
inversion analysis to capture spatial anomalies that are much thinner or wider than the
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discretized spacing of the inversion analysis. These synthetic models were designed to un-
derstand the spatial discretization of hydraulic conductivity, as the discretization is much
larger than observed BEP channel width and depth during small and medium scale exper-
iments (Van Beek et al., 2015). The third set of synthetic models aim to understand the
inversion analysis ability to capture a propagating BEP channel in a series of time steps.
The fourth synthetic model set demonstrates the ability of the inversion analysis to re-create
multiple BEP channels and BEP channels that progress at an angle relative to fluid flow.
The following metrics are used to analyze the ability of the inversion analysis to re-create
spatial anomalies of hydraulic conductivity: the location of the anomaly, the length of the
anomaly, hydraulic conductivity of the anomaly, the combined parameters of the anomaly
(width, depth, equivalent hydraulic conductivity), the reduction in inversion error (differ-
ence between the re-created PWP and observed PWP), and the ability to re-create flow rates
through the aquifer.
4.2.2 Forward Model
The forward model is a 3-dimensional FEM model built in COMSOL using Darcy’s
Law, assuming steady state flow as a constitutive equation with a conservation of mass
equation. The geometry of the model is based on the I2009T2 experiment as explained by
Van Beek et al. (2009b), shown in Figure 4.1. It is assumed that the clay embankment
is impermeable, as it has a hydraulic conductivity with 2 orders of magnitude less than
that of the aquifer, and is therefore not included in the FEM model. The boundary with
the clay embankment is a 19 m by 15 m area, assumed to be a no flow boundary, and
overlies the BEP domain. The upstream boundary, an area of 19 m by 9.7 m, is assigned a
hydraulic pressure boundary set to 2 m of hydraulic head unless otherwise specified during
each synthetic model. The downstream boundary, an area of 19 m by 8.2 m, is set to 0 m.
The upstream and downstream boundaries are labeled in Figure 4.1; all other boundaries are
no flow boundaries. PWP sensors from the I2009T2 functioning array is shown as an example

































Figure 4.1: 3D Forward model and 2D Inversion Area with PWP sensor locations. The
inversion area is discretized into 0.25 m by 0.25 m unknown parameters.
The governing equation relating k and PWP is the 3-dimensional Darcy’s law assuming
steady state conditions and conservation of mass, as shown in Equation 4.4.




Qm is mass source term of fluid flow in [m
3/s] (Qm = ∇ · (ρ~u), such that u is the Darcy
velocity [m/s]), ρ is the fluid density [kg/m3], p is the PWP expressed in meters, k is the
hydraulic conductivity [m/s], g is the gravitational acceleration, and D is the elevation
head [m]. It is assumed that flow in the BEP channel and in the aquifer is laminar. The
location of the BEP in both the synthetic and re-created models is assumed to be modeled
by increases in hydraulic conductivity. Bersan et al. (2013) demonstrate the ability to model
BEP using increases in hydraulic conductivity and Darcy’s law in a FEM model effectively,
relative to more computationally expensive and more accurate models. The k of the aquifer
is 1.4×10−4 m/s, as was determined to be the initial k of the I2009T2 experiment (Van Beek
et al., 2009b). The BEP domain is discretized into 4560 elements of 0.25 m by 0.25 m by
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0.05 m, with constant k in each element determined by the inversion analysis.
The mesh for the FEM model is composed of brick elements, based on the 0.25 m by
0.25 m by 0.05 m elements of the BEP domain. The remainder of the model is meshed using
brick elements with a minimum dimension of 0.132 m, a maximum dimension of 1.81 m, and
a maximum growth rate of 1.4. The forward model has 242,505 degrees of freedom. The
mesh was verified by comparing the calculated flow rate and PWP between the mesh used
in this research and one with tetrahedral elements with dimensions between 0.05 m and 0.5
m resulting in 1,153,756 degrees of freedom. The maximum percent error in PWP was 3.3
percent, while the maximum percent error of the calculated flow rate was 0.03 percent.
4.2.3 Estimated Parameters: Hydraulic Conductivities
This inversion analysis estimates increases in spatially discretized k based on PWP to
model BEP. As discussed, one assumption used in the inversion is that BEP occurs in one
layer at the top of the aquifer, allowing for a 2-dimensional inversion of k. The spatial
geometry of the inversion analysis is a 19 m by 15 m area, based on the geometry of the
I2009T2 experiment. This area is discretized into 0.25 m by 0.25 m elements with constant k
in each element, resulting in 4560 unknown values of k. The 2-dimensional inversion domain
is mapped onto the 3-dimensional forward model with a depth of 0.05 m, assuming that each
element has a constant k in depth. The location of the inversion domain in the 3-dimensional
forward model is shown in Figure 4.1.
Changes in k are constrained to elements of size 0.25 m by 0.25 m by 0.05 m, which
are wide but shallow elements. Previous research has shown that wide, shallow elements
of increased k are an appropriate method to model BEP using FEM (Bersan et al., 2013;
Van Beek & Hoffmans, 2017; Vandenboer et al., 2018). Due to limits in computational
power, the elements are constrained to 0.25 m by 0.25 m by 0.05 m; however, the size of
BEP has been shown to be much smaller than that in small and medium scale experiment.
The ability of the inversion analysis to capture BEP channel location and parameters with
smaller dimensions than the discretization used in the inversion analysis is examined and
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presented in this chapter.
4.2.4 Observed Pore Water Pressures
PWP measurements are used to drive the inversion analysis and estimate spatial changes
in k. Chapter 2 demonstrates the impact of BEP on trends in PWP, while Chapter 3
demonstrates that similar PWP trends are modeled with spatial changes in k. Various
arrays and spacing for PWP sensors are investigated in this research to understand the
impact sensor spacing has on the ability of the inversion analysis to capture anomalies in
k. The I2009T2 functional sensor array, an array of 79 PWP sensors, is also investigated to
understand the ability to capture BEP progression during the I2009T2 experiment.
4.2.5 Assumptions Used to Inform the Inversion Analysis
Yeh et al. (2015) discuss the non-uniqueness and instability of an ill-defined fluid flow
inversion analysis. This research applies some assumptions based on previous observations
from small, medium and full scale experiments to constrain the inversion analysis. These
assumptions are: (1) BEP occurs in a single layer at the top of the sandy aquifer, immediately
below the clay embankment; (2) absolute k cannot decrease below the aquifer k; (3) there is a
spatial relationship between adjacent k; (4) BEP progresses in time, the k from the previous
time step informs the spatial distribution at the current time step; and (5) increases in k
should connect to the downstream toe, as a continuous BEP channel would progress from
an initiation location or sand boil.
The first assumption is that BEP occurs in one layer at the top of the sandy aquifer. This
assumption allows the inversion analysis to be 2-dimensional. The I2009T2 experiment is a
simple aquifer, without cutoff walls, and a level clay embankment overlying a homogeneous
sandy aquifer. The sand in the aquifer during the I2009T2 experiment is non-cohesive and
therefor unable to form a roof or support an erosion channel. These conditions imply that
BEP will not progress in depth. Small and medium scale experiments demonstrate the BEP
channels do widen, in both the width of the channel and the depth of the channel (Van Beek
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et al., 2015). This assumption will be unable to account for expansion of the BEP channel
in depth; however, the effects of changing BEP channel dimensions on the inversion analysis
ability to re-create k anomalies are discussed in this chapter to validate this assumption.
The second assumption is that the k does not decrease below the aquifer k of 1.4× 10−4
m/s. This assumption decreases non-uniqueness in the inversion results. To decrease calcu-
lated PWP at a point in the embankment, the k can either be increased downstream of this
point or increased upstream of this point. The I2009T2 report suggests potential clogging,
as fine particulates settle, at the upstream reservoir during the experiment (Van Beek et al.,
2009b). However, Chapter 2 demonstrate that decreasing k along a thin layer underlying
the upstream reservoir, creates very different trends in PWP than are observed during the
I2009T2 experiment. This indicates that clogging does not exist or effects of clogging on
PWP are negligible relative to effects from BEP, validating the use of this assumption.
Spatial constraints are important to constrain inversions results. Without any spatial
constraints, the inversion analysis will reduce error in each PWP measurement as much as
possible. This leads to false artifacts in the results without capturing the synthetic spatial
anomaly or spatially anomalous k caused by BEP. It is assumed that the spatial smoothness
is relatively short, promoting sharp boundaries. The spatial constraint used is based on a
covariance matrix such that expected variances are expressed as a variogram of the form
q = exp(−d
r
) (d is the distance between two points and r is the expected correlation length).
The expected correlation length is set to 0.5 m. This is similar to the spatial smoothness
described in Cardiff & Kitanidis (2008) and the COMSOL example Aquifer Characterization
COMSOL (2016).
The BEP failure mechanism progresses continuously in time. However, the inversion
analysis is performed at a single time step, assuming steady state conditions. In order to
capture a time-lapse progression of BEP, it is assumed that the results of the inversion
analysis are related to those in the previous time step. To do this, the result of the previous
inversion in time is saved as mref , and the difference between the estimated k (mi) and mref
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is minimized in the inversion analysis by including it into Equation 4.1. The minimization
equation becomes (Equation 4.5),
min ‖Wd(d−Gm)‖+ β‖Wm(m−mref )‖ (4.5)
such that β is a weighting term between the inversion error and the model error. The first
time step assumes a homogeneous mref equal to the aquifer k of 1.4 × 10−4 m/s. BEP
often initiates at the downstream with a formation of a sand boil. The progression of the
BEP channel is continuous from this initiation point, therefore, the elements with increases
in k (greater than the initial aquifer k of 1.4 × 10−4 m/s) should be continuous from the
downstream toe as well. To include this assumption without constraining the inversion
analysis, it is included into the model reference, mref . The result of each inversion analysis
is saved as mref to inform the inversion analysis of the next time step. To include an
assumption that BEP channels must be continuous from the downstream toe, the mref
is modified to eliminate increases in k that do not have a continuous connection to the
downstream. Anomalous increases are eliminated by setting the k back to the aquifer k of
1.4× 10−4 m/s.
4.3 Results of Synthetic Case Study
4.3.1 Re-creation of an Anomaly
Figure 4.2a shows a synthetic model created in COMSOL that simulates a simple BEP
channel. Contours demonstrate the effect the synthetic anomaly has on PWP measurements,
compared to PWP assuming no BEP calculated using a homogeneous k of 1.4× 10−4 m/s.
PWP measurements, as shown with white circles in Figure 4.2a and Figure 4.2b, are used
to re-create the model shown in Figure 4.2b. As shown, the inversion analysis is able to re-
create the location of the anomaly in the synthetic model, the k magnitude of the anomaly,
and the length of the anomaly accurately to the nearest downstream row of sensors.
The inversion analysis is able to re-create anomalies in k. It is imperative to understand
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Figure 4.2: Ability of the inversion analysis to re-create a hydraulic conductivity anomaly in
a synthetic model. (a) The synthetic model with the change in PWP due to the synthetic
anomaly from a homogeneous model. (b) The inversion re-created spatially distributed
hydraulic conductivity. Sensor locations shown relative to both the synthetic and re-created
models.
BEP. The factors that are presented in this Chapter 4 include sensor spacing, anomaly
dimensions, hydraulic conductivity of the anomaly, length of the anomaly in a propagating
anomaly, multiple anomalies, and anomalies that are transverse to fluid flow.
4.3.2 Influence of Sensor Spacing
The influence of sensor spacing is important to understanding the ability of inversion
analysis to re-create BEP channels for general monitoring purposes and the ability of inver-
sion analysis to re-create BEP during the I2009T2 experiment. Five evenly spaced sensor
arrays with spacing of 0.25 m by 0.25 m, 0.5 m by 0.5 m, 1 m by 1 m, 2 m by 2 m, and 4
m by 4 m are examined. Additionally, the I2009T2 functioning sensor array, as discussed
in Chapter 2, is examined to understand the ability of this array to capture a simple BEP
anomaly. Figure 4.3 shows the ability of each sensor array to capture the anomaly in k, sim-
ulating a synthetic BEP channel. The synthetic anomaly is shown to the left of the anomaly
re-created by the inversion analysis with the location of sensors shown on the figures of both
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the synthetic anomaly and the re-created anomaly. The inversion analysis is able to con-
sistently re-create the synthetic anomaly to the nearest downstream row of sensors, up to a
sensor array spacing of 2 m by 2 m.
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Figure 4.3: Synthetic BEP anomaly and the recreated synthetic BEP anomaly dependent
on sensor spacing. All sensor arrays are evenly spaced (excepting the I2009T2 functioning
sensors array).
Sensor arrays of 0.25 m by 0.25 m spacing and 0.5 m by 0.5 m spacing estimate the
anomaly length, the k, the equivalent k, and the flow rate very well. Sensor array spacing of
1 m by 1 m estimates the length of the anomaly to the nearest downstream row of sensors.
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The synthetic anomaly is between sensor cross sections, resulting in the inversion analysis
estimating the anomaly to bifurcate into two parallel arms that follow the sensor cross
sections. The re-created equivalent k is high relative to the synthetic k, but the flow rate is
still well estimated. The sensor array of 2 m by 2 m spacing is able to capture the anomaly
length to the nearest downstream row of sensors, but is unable to capture the k value of the
anomaly as well as the densely spaced anomalies. At this sensor spacing, equivalent k and
flow rate are also estimated well. The sensor array of 4 m by 4 m is unable to capture a
BEP anomaly, re-create flow rate or capture equivalent k. Table 4.1 summarizes the ability
of the inverse analysis to re-create the synthetic model displaying metrics of anomaly length,
maximum k and flow rate. Sensor spacing must more dense than 2 m by 2 m to capture
anomalies of k such as BEP channels. The anomaly is centered along a sensor cross section
using the sensor spacing of 2m by 2 m. The ability of a 2 m by 2 m sensor spacing to locate
the anomaly between sensor cross sections is not demonstrated in Figure 4.3. It is expected
that the results would be similar to that of the 1 m by 1 m sensor spacing, such that the
anomaly length would be well estimated but the anomaly would bifurcate to run along the
adjacent sensor cross sections. The sensor array of I2009T2 is able to capture the anomaly
length of 6.15 m to the nearest downstream row of sensors.
4.3.3 Influence of Anomaly Parameters on Inversion Accuracy
BEP anomalies, as demonstrated through small and medium scale experiments, are much
smaller in width than 0.25 m and in depth than 0.05 m (Van Beek et al., 2015). However,
decreasing the spatial discretization increases the computation requirements. Understanding
the ability of the inversion analysis to capture anomalies with smaller widths and depths
and the effect smaller channels of BEP have on the re-created parameters is important. Two
synthetic models are demonstrated in Figure 4.4 to understand the ability of inversion to
re-create anomalies much smaller than the inversion discretization. The first synthetic model
has an anomaly width of 0.05 m, relative to the spatial discretization of 0.25 m. The second
synthetic model has an anomaly with a depth of 0.01 m relative to the spatial discretization
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Table 4.1: Ability of Inversion Analysis to re-create BEP anomaly parameters
Synthetic Model: 0.25 m x 0.5 m x 1 m x 2 m x 4 m x I2009T2 Sensor
Sensor Spacing Array 0.25 m 0.5 m 1 m 2 m 4 m Functioning
Synthetic 6.15 6.15 6.15 6.15 6.15 6.15
Anomaly length [m]
Re-created 6.25 6.5 6.25 5.5 0 5.25
Anomaly length [m]
Synthetic 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
Maximum k [m/s]
Re-created 0.022 0.024 0.02 0.04 0.006 0.059
Maximum k [m/s]
Synthetic 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6
Flow rate [m3/s]
Re-created 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.5 4.6
Flow rate [m3/s]
of 0.05 m. In Figure 4.4, the synthetic model is shown to the left of the model re-created
by the inversion analysis. The sensor array used is the I2009T2 functioning sensor array to
better understand the ability of the inversion analysis to re-create BEP progression.
0.05 m Anomaly Width
Re-created ModelSynthetic Model
US







Figure 4.4: Synthetic model and re-created model for small anomalies. Re-created parame-
ters are related to depth, width, and k. As the depth or width is increased in the re-creation,
relative to the synthetic model, the k decreases.
In both synthetic cases, the anomaly length and location is captured, and the re-created
hydraulic conductivity is less than the synthetic anomaly. The first synthetic anomaly is
that of a relatively skinny synthetic anomaly with a width of 0.05 m, about a fifth of the
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discretization spacing of 0.25 m. The inversion analysis is able to capture the anomaly length
accurately to the nearest downstream sensor and location. The anomaly re-created by the
inversion has a hydraulic conductivity of about half that of the synthetic model, but the
equivalent hydraulic conductivity and flow rate are well replicated, as shown in Table 4.2.
This proves that, although absolute channel parameters of width, depth and hydraulic con-
ductivity are not re-created, the combined parameters are re-created, as demonstrated in the
equivalent hydraulic conductivity. The second synthetic model shown in Figure 4.4, is that
of a thin pipe, with a depth of 0.01 m which is a fifth of the depth in the BEP domain of
0.05 m. The anomaly length is estimated to be longer than the synthetic model by 1.35 m,
but the inversion is able to capture the anomaly location. The re-created k is less than the
synthetic model by a factor of four fifths, which is four times that expected if the anomaly
transmissivity were preserved; however, the synthetic flow rate is re-created. Thus, the com-
bined channel parameters of width, depth and hydraulic conductivity are well re-created as
demonstrated by the equivalent k and flow rate.
Table 4.2: Ability of the inversion analysis to re-create anomaly parameters from skinny
and thin anomalies relative to model discretization
BEP Channel Dimension Width Depth
Synthetic Width [m] 0.05 0.25
Re-created Width [m] 0.5 0.25
Synthetic Depth [m] 0.05 0.01
Re-created Depth [m] 0.05 0.05
Synthetic Equivalent k [10−4 m/s] 1.400 1.401
Equivalent k [10−4 m/s] 1.402 1.403
Synthetic Maximum k [m/s] 0.6417 1
Re-created Maximum k [m/s] 0.312 0.79
Synthetic Flow Rate [m3/s] 4.8 4.7
Re-created Flow Rate [m3/s] 4.8 4.7
Figure 4.5 demonstrates the effects of the hydraulic conductivity magnitude on the in-
version analysis ability to capture the anomaly. Four synthetic models have simple BEP
anomalies with k of 0.01 m/s, 0.02 m/s, 0.1 m/s and 1 m/s. Figure 4.5 shows the syn-
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thetic model left of the re-created anomaly. As the k of the anomaly increases, the inversion
analysis is better able to capture and re-create the anomaly. At lower anomaly k of 0.01
m/s the inversion analysis is unable to re-create the full anomaly, especially in locations of
sparse sensors spacing. Increasing the k by a factor of 2, to 0.02 m/s, increases the inversions
capability to re-create the anomaly. At 0.02 m/s the inversion analysis is able to capture the
length of the anomaly to the nearest downstream row of sensors through an area of sparse
sensor spacing. As the k increases, the inversion analysis is able to re-create the magnitude
of the k and full length of the anomaly, at 0.1 m/s and at 1 m/s.
0.01 m/s Anomaly Hydraulic Conductivity
Synthetic ModelSynthetic Model
US
0.02 m/s Anomaly Hydraulic Conductivity
Re-created ModelSynthetic Model
Sensor Location
0.1 m/s Anomaly Hydraulic Conductivity
Re-created ModelSynthetic Model






Figure 4.5: Effects of hydraulic conductivity magnitude of a synthetic model on ability of
inversion to re-create the anomaly.
As k increases, the inversion analysis is better able to capture the anomaly length and
magnitude of the k. Table 4.3 shows that the inversion analysis is able to capture the flow
rate well for each synthetic model, while the equivalent k is most accurate as the synthetic
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k decreases.
Table 4.3: Ability of inversion to re-create anomalies of increasing hydraulic conductivity
Hydraulic conductivity of 0.01 m/s 0.02 m/s 0.1 m/s 1 m/s
the Synthetic Model
Maximum k [m/s] 0.0252 0.0594 0.239 1.66
Synthetic 6.15 6.15 6.15 6.15
Anomaly Length [m]
Re-created 2 5 6 6.5
Anomaly Length [m]
Synthetic 1.400 1.400 1.400 1.400
Equivalent k [10−4 m/s]
Re-created 1.401 1.401 1.401 1.401
Equivalent k [10−4 m/s]
Synthetic Flow Rate [m3/s] 4.5 4.6 4.8 5.1
Re-created Flow Rate [m3/s] 4.5 4.6 4.8 5.1
4.3.4 Results of a Propagating Anomaly
BEP progresses in time, as opposed to the previously studied static models. This series
of synthetic models examines the ability of the inversion to capture a progressing anomaly
in eight time steps. The anomaly is a simple anomaly with a k equal to 0.1 m/s, and
increases in length by 2 m in each time step. The assumption that each inversion result
informs the inversion of the next time step is assessed through this series of synthetic models.
The inversion uses the I2009T2 functioning sensor array to demonstrate the ability of the
inversion analysis to capture a synthetic progressing BEP anomaly using varying sensor
spacing from a realistic sensor array. The hydraulic gradient of each synthetic model increases
with increasing anomaly length as predicted by the Sellmeijer equilibrium model, simulating
realistic cases. Figure 4.6 demonstrates the ability of the inversion to capture a progressing
anomaly in a series of 8 time-steps, the synthetic model is shown left of the re-created model
with the hydraulic loads of the upstream and downstream reservoirs and the sensor locations.
The inversion analysis is unable to capture the 2 m long anomaly with a hydraulic gradient
of 0.3 m. This is likely due to the low hydraulic gradient because there is no difference
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Figure 4.6: Synthetic model and re-created models of a propagating anomaly. Synthetic
models are shown to the left of the re-created models with sensor locations.
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between the flow rate from the synthetic and re-created models. At synthetic anomaly
lengths of 4 m, 6 m, 8 m, and 10 m (with respective hydraulic differences of 0.64 m, 0.98 m,
1.32 m, 1.61 m) the inversion analysis is able to capture the anomaly length accurately to
the nearest downstream row of sensors and re-create the flow rate of the synthetic model,
as shown in Table 4.4. However, the inversion analysis is unable to capture the sharp edges
of the anomaly, the width of the anomaly, or the hydraulic conductivity magnitude of the
anomaly, as shown in Table 4.4. The inversion analysis is unable to capture the synthetic
model with length of 12 m accurately, even to the nearest downstream row of sensors,
likely due to sparse sensor spacing. Reliable sensors in the area have a sensor spacing of
4.5 m between sensor cross sections and 5.5 m between sensor rows. It has already been
demonstrated that a sensor spacing of 2 m by 2 m is required to achieve anomaly length
accurately to the nearest downstream sensor. As the anomaly increases in length to 14 m,
past the 8th row of sensors at 13 m from the downstream toe, the inversion analysis is again
able to capture the anomaly length accurately to the nearest downstream row of sensors and
re-create the flow rate of the synthetic model. Similar to shorter anomalies, the inversion
analysis is unable to capture the sharp edges of the anomaly, estimating a wider anomaly
with higher k in the center and lower k on the edges. As the anomaly reaches the upstream
side of the embankment, the inversion analysis is able to recreate the length of the anomaly,
but is unable to re-create the flow rate of the synthetic model. As the synthetic anomaly
connects the downstream and upstream reservoirs, the re-created flow rate and equivalent k
is much lower than those calculated from the synthetic model.
The PWP was well re-created at each time step. Figure 4.7a shows the PWP response
along the center cross section, PWP cross section 8, of the synthetic model, re-created
model, and homogeneous model with homogeneous k of 1.4× 10−4 m/s. Figure 4.7b shows
the locations of the PWP plotted in Figure 4.7b and contour plots displaying the difference
between PWP from a model without an anomaly and that of the synthetic model. PWP
decreases both upstream and downstream of the anomaly propagation, however, decreases
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Table 4.4: Effect of increasing anomaly length and increasing hydraulic gradient on the
ability to capture the synthetic BEP anomaly
Synthetic Anomaly 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 15
Length [m]
Re-created 0 3 5.5 7.75 8.5 10 13.25 15
Anomaly Length [m]
Synthetic Equivalent 1.400 1.400 1.401 1.401 1.402 1.403 1.412 1.86
k [10−4 m/s]
Re-created Equivalent 1.400 1.401 1.401 1.402 1.402 1.405 1.409 1.490
k [10−4 m/s]
Synthetic 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
Anomaly k [m/s]
Re-created 1.4 × 0.2 0.34 0.395 0.794 0.869 0.695 0.658
Maximum k [m/s] 10−4
Synthetic 7 15 23 33 43 52 54 59
Flow Rate [m3/s]
Re-created 7 15 23 33 41 50 53 49
Flow Rate [m3/s]
in PWP are most significant local to the leading edge of the anomaly. Figure 4.7b further
demonstrates that a straight anomaly along PWP cross section 8 results in a relatively
symmetric distribution of PWP changes.
4.3.5 Influence of Multiple Anomalies and Asymmetrical Anomalies
Small and medium scale experiments demonstrate the multi-channel and transverse na-
ture of BEP (Van Beek, 2015; Van Beek et al., 2015). This set of synthetic models is designed
to understand the ability of the inversion analysis to capture multiple BEP channels and
BEP channels that progress non-uniformly. The I2009T2 functioning sensor array is used
in this set of synthetic models, to be able to directly apply the results to the inversion of
the I2009T2 PWP measurements. To understand the impact of multiple BEP channels, two
k anomalies of 0.1 m/s with an aquifer k of 1.4 × 10−4 m/s, are designed in the synthetic
models. The distance between the two anomalies increase from 1 m to 1.5 m. Figure 4.8
demonstrates the ability of the inversion analysis to separate the two anomalies using the
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Figure 4.7: Synthetic and re-created PWP relative to the homogeneous model as pipe length
increases.
the inversion analysis was unable to re-create two separate anomalies, but was still able to
capture the longitudinal length of the longest anomaly. At a spacing of 1.25 m between
anomalies, the inversion analysis was able to capture 2 separate anomalies and the length of
each anomaly relative to the nearest downstream row of sensors. However, the length and
progression of the smaller anomaly was not re-created. The inversion analysis was able to
capture the nature of the 2 anomalies and the length of each anomaly well at a spacing of
1.5 m between the anomalies.
Table 4.5 highlights the ability of the inversion analysis to re-create parameters of the syn-
thetic model. The inversion analysis is able to re-create the length of the longest anomaly in
the synthetic model and the flow rate, regardless of the distance between the two anomalies.
The equivalent k is estimated high in all three re-creations of the synthetic model.
Small and medium scale experiments demonstrate that BEP progresses through multiple
meandering channels (Van Beek, 2015; Van Beek et al., 2015). To be able to invert PWP and
deduce BEP progression during the I2009T2 experiment, it is important to understand the
capabilities and limitations of inversion to re-create spatial changes in k. Figure 4.9 demon-
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Figure 4.8: Ability of the inversion analysis to re-create 2 parallel anomalies at increasing
distances.
Table 4.5: Ability of the inversion analysis to capture multiple BEP channels
Distance Between Channels 1 m 1.25 m 1.5 m
in Synthetic Model
Synthetic Anomaly Lengths [m] 6 & 3 6 & 3 6 & 3
Re-created Anomaly Lengths [m] 6.25 & 4 6 & 2.75 6 & 3.5
Synthetic Equivalent k [10−4 m/s] 1.401 1.401 1.401
Re-created Equivalent k [10−4 m/s] 1.401 1.402 1.402
Synthetic Flow Rate [m3/s] 4.9 4.9 4.9
Re-created Flow Rate [m3/s] 4.9 4.9 4.9
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strates the ability of the inversion analysis to capture and re-create an anomaly mimicking
a meandering channel that propagates transversely (perpendicular to flow) using different
PWP arrays and spacing. The anomalous k is 0.01 m/s compared to an aquifer k of 1.4×10−4
m/s. Figure 4.9 shows the synthetic model to the left of the models re-created by the inver-
sion analysis with the sensor arrays used for each re-creation. The inversion analysis using
a 1 m by 1 m PWP sensor spacing was able to capture the length of the k anomaly, but
not the shape of the anomaly, or extent of transverse propagation. The inversion analysis
was unable to capture the k anomaly using a 2 m by 2 m sensor spacing. The I2009T2
functioning sensor array re-created the synthetic model the best, likely due to the dense
sensor spacing in the location of the anomaly.











Figure 4.9: Ability of the inversion analysis to re-create transverse BEP anomalies at various
sensor spacing. Synthetic models are to the left of re-created models by the inversion.
Table 4.6 shows the ability of the inversion to capture parameters of the synthetic model.
The inversion analysis is able to re-create the flow rate of the synthetic model well with all
sensor arrays. The longitudinal length of the synthetic BEP anomaly is captured well using
the 1m by 1 m sensor spacing and the I2009T2 functional sensor array. The 2 m by 2 m
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sensor spacing captured the equivalent k of the synthetic model, while the 1 m by 1 m sensor
array and the I2009T2 functional sensor array resulted in a high equivalent k. This indicates
the equivalent k is not a sufficient parameter to determine accuracy of the inversion analysis.
Table 4.6: Ability of the inversion analysis to capture parameters of the synthetic model
with a transverse BEP anomaly at various sensor arrays.
Sensor Array Spacing 1 m x 1 m 2 m x 2 m Reliable
in Synthetic Model Sensors
Synthetic Anomaly Lengths [m] 3 3 3
Re-created Anomaly Lengths [m] 2.75 1.25 3
Synthetic Equivalent k [10−4 m/s] 1.400 1.400 1.400
Re-created Equivalent k [10−4 m/s] 1.400 1.400 1.400
Synthetic Flow Rate [m3/s] 4.5 4.5 4.5
Re-created Flow Rate [m3/s] 4.5 4.5 4.5
4.4 Conclusions
This chapter presents an examination of inversion analysis to capture anomalies in hy-
draulic conductivity (k) due to backwards erosion piping (BEP) using pore water pressure
(PWP) measurements. The inversion method analyzed to understand the capabilities and
limitations to capture BEP channel location, length and parameters of width, depth and
hydraulic conductivity. Synthetic models were created in COMSOL to target the ability
of the inversion analysis to re-create models under various conditions. Conditions tested
include varying sensor spacing, size of the anomaly, magnitude of the anomaly, length of the
anomaly, multiple anomalies, and non-uniform anomalies.
The inversion analysis is able to capture a simple, straight anomaly to the nearest down-
stream row of sensors as long as sensor spacing is no greater than 2 m if the anomaly is
located along a pwp sensor cross section. Based on the re-created results using a sensor
spacing of 1 m by 1 m, it is expected that the length but not the location of the anomaly
would be well re-created if the anomaly is located between sensor cross sections. The ab-
solute k of the anomaly and equivalent k of the aquifer are well replicated; as the k of the
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anomaly increases, thereby increasing the contrast between the anomaly and aquifer k, the
inversion analysis is better able to capture the anomaly. The width of re-created anomalies
are fuzzy, or wider than the original synthetic models, but the combined effect of width and
k are well replicated. Flow rate is well replicated if sensor density is greater than 2 m and the
anomaly does not connect the downstream and upstream edges of the model. In the event
that the anomaly connects downstream and upstream, the re-created model flow rate is lower
than the synthetic model flow rate, limiting this inversion analysis to the progressive phase
of BEP. Multiple and skewed anomalies are replicated well with dense sensor pacing, with a
density of at least 1 m. The inversion analysis is able to uniquely identify multiple channels
with a spacing of 1 or more meters between the channels using the sensor spacing of I2009T2
with about 1 m between sensor cross sections. If multiple anomalies are close together, the
inversion analysis will re-create the anomalies as one anomaly, but the longitudinal length
of the longest anomaly is preserved. This research demonstrates that monitoring of BEP is
possible with a sensor density greater than 2 m sensor spacing. Although the inversion is
unable to capture the absolute BEP parameters of depth, width and hydraulic conductivity,
this chapter demonstrates the these combined parameters are well re-created. Chapter 4
demonstrates that it is reasonable to expect an accurate representation of BEP progression
during the I2009T2 experiment by inverting PWP measurements.
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CHAPTER 5
EVOLUTION OF TRANSVERSE BACKWARDS EROSION PIPING OBSERVED
THROUGH INVERSION OF PORE WATER PRESSURE
5.1 Introduction
Backwards erosion piping (BEP) is a leading cause of failure in earthen dams and levees
(EDL) and a dominant contributor to flood risk (Foster et al., 2000; USBR and USACE,
2015; VNK, 2015). BEP is an internal erosion mechanism, initiating at the downstream
toe and propagating upstream under a cohesive layer. Often the only observations of the
mechanism are sand boils, conical sand deposits at the location of initiation. Very little is
known about the longitudinal (upstream to downstream, parallel to fluid flow) and transverse
(perpendicular to fluid flow) progression of BEP below the structure. This chapter presents
the results of a study aimed at increasing understanding of BEP progression in space and time
through the inversion of dense pore water pressure (PWP) measurements collected during the
IJkdijk 2009 Test 2 (I2009T2) full scale experiment (Van Beek et al., 2009b). The following
key points of this chapter are: (1) to demonstrate how PWP measurements can be used to
determine longitudinal and transverse progression of BEP; (2) to present longitudinal and
transverse BEP patterns during the IJkdijk 2009 experiment; (3) to present properties of
BEP deducted from IJkdijk 2009 experiment; and (4) to discuss how these findings impact
BEP modeling.
Previous small and medium scale experiments have shown that piping progression occurs
both longitudinally, parallel to flow, and transversely, perpendicular to flow (Van Beek, 2015;
Van Beek et al., 2015). However, current BEP models do not explicitly take into account
transverse progression. Sellmeijer (1988) created a semi-empirical model to predict the longi-
tudinal equilibrium length of BEP at increasing hydraulic gradients and the critical hydraulic
gradient. The critical hydraulic gradient is the hydraulic gradient at which BEP progres-
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sion continues without reaching an equilibrium. While Weijers & Sellmeijer (1993) observed
transverse progression in small scale experiments, they assumed that primary (longitudinal
progression at the pipe tip) and secondary erosion (widening of the pipe channel) capture
the main mechanics of pipe progression. The transverse progression was considered to be
negligible and a result of local weakness and heterogeneity in the soil structure (Weijers &
Sellmeijer, 1993). Validation of this assumption utilized results from small scale experiments
conducted by Weijers & Sellmeijer (1993) in which multiple meandering BEP channels pro-
gressed as a single front. Further small and medium scale experiments by Van Beek (2015)
and Van Beek et al. (2015) demonstrate that increasing the width of the experiment prevents
BEP from progressing as a uniform front through the entire width of the experiment. These
experiments also demonstrated the occurrence of meandering pipe progression, transverse
progression of a single pipe, and multiple pipes progressing at different rates and in differ-
ent directions. PWP measurements from full scale experiments presented in Chapter 2 and
Chapter 3 provide further evidence of transverse piping progression.
Recent studies have considered that the use of primary erosion only in the longitudinal
direction coupled with secondary erosion is inappropriate and non-conservative (Van Beek
& Hoffmans, 2017; Vandenboer et al., 2018). However, current models to assess BEP rely
on these assumptions. In an effort to create a better prediction model, Sellmeijer et al.
(2011) modified the model using results from multivariate analysis of small and medium scale
experiments. This modified Sellmeijers model, referred to as Sellmeijers equilibrium model
in this chapter, is commonly used to predict BEP (USBR and USACE, 2015; WBI, 2017).
Full scale experiments further validate the modified model, resulting in good agreement
in fine sands, but non-conservatively overestimating the critical gradient in course-grained
sands (Sellmeijer et al., 2011). Wang et al. (2014) develop a 2-dimensional model to predict
BEP taking into account primary erosion in both the vertical and longitudinal directions to
account for piping around cutoff walls. Including 3-dimensional flow effects, Rotunno et al.
(2017) and Rotunno et al. (2019) developed a 3-dimensional numerical model by modeling a
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pipe with changing width and depth using 1-dimensional elements in a 3-dimensional seepage
model and taking into account mass balance and localized equilibrium conditions.
This chapter will present the results of an investigation to increase understanding of the
transverse and longitudinal progression of BEP in time. BEP progression is deduced by
inverting PWP measurements to estimate spatial changes in hydraulic conductivity (k) at
specified time steps. The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: an overview of
the I2009T2 experiment; the inversion methodology and forward model; the inversion results
and how they compare to observations taken during the I2009T2 experiment; comparison of
deduced progression of BEP to existing models and previous analyses of longitudinal BEP
progression; and final conclusions.
5.2 IJkdijk 2009 Test 2 Experiment
5.2.1 Evidence of Piping Progression From IJkdijk 2009 Test 2
IJkdijk experiments involved a series of full scale experiments to better understand failure
mechanisms of levees and monitoring of the respective failure mechanisms. The IJkdijk
2009 experiments aimed to study BEP, designed with a sandy aquifer underlying a clay
embankment. I2009T2 had the additional intention to understand the reliability of existing
BEP prediction models in coarse-grained sands (Van Beek et al., 2009b). The Monitoring
scheme included 120 PWP sensors placed at the top of the sandy aquifer, fiber-optic cable
placed at the interface between the sandy aquifer and clay embankment in five rows to record
stress and temperature changes, and outflow flow rates from the downstream aquifer. 79 of
the PWP sensors remained reliable throughout the entirety of the experiment, as reported
by Van Beek et al. (2009b). PWP locations and geometry are shown in Figure 5.1. The
loading schedule was designed to capture piping equilibrium at different water levels and
determine the critical hydraulic gradient by maintaining a downstream water level of 0 m
above the sand aquifer, while increasing the upstream water level. Initially, the upstream
water level was increased at a rate of 0.1 m increments every hour. This schedule continued
as long as there were no observations of sand transport. First observations of sand transport
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occurred at 26 h at an upstream water level of 1.6 m. To allow BEP to equilibrate, upstream
water levels were held constant at 1.6 m for 20 h. At 46 h, the upstream water level was
increased by 0.1 m, and was further increased by 0.1 m at 56 h and 66 h. BEP reached
the upstream reservoir at about 95 h and an upstream water level of 1.9 m. At this time
forward erosion, i.e. when the pipe reaches the upstream reservoir and progressive widening
of the pipe and erosion of the dike body, initiates (Van Beek et al., 2009b). The I2009T2
experiment continued until the embankment collapsed. This research concentrates on BEP
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Figure 5.1: IJkdijk 2009 Experiment 2 dimension. 120 sensors were placed in 15 cross sections
and 8 rows at the top of a sandy aquifer underlying a clayey embankment.
5.2.2 Evidence of Longitudinal and Transverse BEP Progression
Observations of sand traces and sand boils during the I2009T2 served to document BEP
initiation and progression. Sand traces, isolated cloudy streams without visible sand move-
ment, first occurred at 3 h. Water boils, localized features of concentrated outflow with sand
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movement but no sand transport, first occurred at 25 h followed closely by sand boils at 28
h (Van Beek et al., 2009b). Sand boils, the transport of sand from the aquifer, indicate BEP
progression.
Trends in PWP also revealed BEP progression. Parekh et al. (2016) analyze these trends
in space and time, discovering anomalous decreases in PWP followed by a period of PWP sta-
bilization. This trend of anomalous PWP decreases followed by stabilization first appeared
in downstream sensors and progressed towards the upstream sensors. Further analysis com-
pared the BEP induced change in PWP with PWP calculated from a finite element (FEM)
model assuming no erosion with spatially homogeneous hydraulic conductivity. This model
was created using COMSOL Multiphysics version 5.2a simulating the geometry, soil param-
eters and loading conditions as the I2009T2 experiment. The anomalous decreases followed
by stabilization are very clear when compared to the PWP assuming no BEP, as shown in
Figure 5.2a. Figure 5.2b demonstrates the BEP induced changes in PWP at a single time
step, 75 h. The spatial changes in PWP do not occur in a predictable or symmetric pattern
across the embankment, as is expected for single, straight longitudinal channel (Bocovich
et al., 2017a).
5.3 Inversion Methodology
Inverse analysis was used to deduce the longitudinal and transverse progression of BEP.
The inverse analysis estimated a set of spatially discretized, unknown hydraulic conductivi-
ties by employing time lapse array of PWP measurements and a 3-dimensional FEM forward
model. This section further discusses details of the unknown parameters, observations, and
the forward model. The inversion analysis used is the SNOPT method in COMSOL. SNOPT
is a gradient inversion method (Cardiff & Kitanidis, 2008; COMSOL, 2016; Gill et al., 2005).
Gradient inversion methods calculate change in estimates of each unknown parameter by
comparing the results of the forward model using the estimated parameters with the ob-
served observations. This is an iterative analysis for non-linear inversion analyses, such as
the inversion analysis used in this research. Chapter 4 provides more detail regarding the in-
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Figure 5.2: Changes in PWP due to BEP, measured PWP collected during BEP progression
are compared with homogeneous PWP calculated assuming no pipe progression. (a) Tem-
poral changes in PWP along cross section 8 compared to the upstream water level (black
line). (b) Spatial changes at 75 h. The colored row of middle sensors in (b) correspond to
the PWP measurements in (a).
verse analysis and the assumptions used, and explores the ability to capture spatial changes
in hydraulic conductivity (k) related to pipe progression using spatially distributed PWP
measurements.
5.3.1 Unknown Parameter: Spatially Discretized Hydraulic Conductivities
In this inversion analysis, the set of unknown parameters are 4560 spatially discretized
hydraulic conductivities in a 2-dimensional layer at the top of the I2009T2 aquifer. BEP
progresses in the top layer of the sand aquifer, directly underneath the cohesive, clay embank-
ment, as shown in small and medium scale experiments (Van Beek, 2015). This observation
provides the ability to assume that BEP occurs in one layer and allows for a 2-dimensional
(longitudinal and transverse) inversion analysis. The 2-dimensional inversion area of 19 m
by 15 m is discretized into 0.25 m by 0.25 m, with a constant k within each element, resulting
in 4560 unknown hydraulic conductivities. The 2-dimensional inversion analysis maps to a
thin layer, with a depth of 0.05 m, located at the top of the 3-dimensional forward model of
the I2009T2 aquifer, as shown in Figure 5.3. Chapter 4 provides further details of the FEM
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model and inversion analysis.
Increases in k indicate location and progression of BEP channels. The discretization of k
constrains BEP channels to a width and length of 0.25 m, and depth of 0.05 m. Previous small
and medium scale experiments and FEM analysis have shown that shallow, wide elements
of increased k are appropriate to model BEP channels (Bersan et al., 2013; Van Beek &
Hoffmans, 2017; Vandenboer et al., 2018). Chapter 4 demonstrates that the estimated k is
influenced by the width and depth of the true BEP channel; although the true k, width and
depth might not be accurately re-created, the combined parameters of channel k, width and
depth are re-created. If the true BEP channel is shallower than 0.05 m or thinner than 0.25
m, the estimated k increases relative to the true k. In this way, changes in width or depth
of the channel can be implied by increases of k in time; however, the magnitude of changes
in channel diameter is unreliable.
To deduce a time lapse understanding of BEP progression, inversion analysis estimates
k at several time steps. The k of each time step is assumed to progress from the estimated
set of k of the previous time step. The first time step, at 5 h, assumes that BEP has not
yet initiated and therefore progresses from spatially homogeneous k equal to the aquifer k
of 1.4× 10−4 m/s.
5.3.2 Observations Being Reproduced: I2009T2 PWP Measurements
The indirect observations are 79 time lapse PWP measurements recorded throughout the
I2009T2 experiment. The inversion analysis estimates the k of each element to understand
BEP progression better. During the I2009T2 experiment, 79 reliable PWP sensors captured
BEP progression in a relatively dense spatial array, as shown in Figure 5.3. The PWP
collected at individual time steps inform the inverse analysis to estimate spatial changes
in k. The time steps are as follows: 5 h, 7 h, 9 h, 15 h, 19 h, 25 h, followed by every
five consecutive hours until breach occurs at 95 h. Each time step was determined based
on the upstream water level to ensure that the assumption of steady state flow conditions
was reasonable. Error in the PWP measurements is composed of error in the sensor location
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measurements and the noise from the PWP sensor. The depth of the sensors was determined
by comparing initial forward models with PWP measurements from times steps 3 h, 5 h, and
7 h, assuming that the effects of BEP would be minimal at these times steps. The maximum
resulting difference was 0.03 m, with an average of about 0.01 m. The location error of about
0.01 m is much higher than the error due to noise, about 0.001 m. A low pass filter reduces
the PWP sensors noise. The use of a low pass filter is appropriate because the fluctuations
































Figure 5.3: The dimensions and locations of the BEP Domain, pore water pressure sensors,
and geometries of the inversion model and forward model. The 2D BEP Domain in the
inversion model maps onto the 3D BEP Domain in the 3D model.
5.3.3 The Forward Model
The forward model is a FEM seepage model using Darcy’s law built and calculated in
COMSOL. The 3-dimensional forward model geometry simulates the geometry of the sandy
aquifer in the I2009T2 experiment, dimensions are shown in Figure 5.3. All boundaries as-
sume no fluid flow except the upstream and downstream boundaries. The upstream boundary
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is a 19 m by 9.7 m boundary, located at the interface of the upstream reservoir and the sandy
aquifer with an assigned hydraulic pressure head equal to the upstream water level during
the I2009T2 experiment. The downstream boundary is located at the interface of the sandy
aquifer and downstream reservoir, with an area of 19 m by 8.2 m and an assigned hydraulic
pressure head equal to the downstream water level, approximately 0 m, during the I2009T2
experiment.
This geometry is meshed with brick elements. The basis of the mesh is the spatial
discretization of the inversion analysis, containing brick elements with the dimensions of the
smallest elements at 0.25 m by 0.25 m by 0.05 m. COMSOL automatically designs the mesh
for the remainder of the aquifer with a maximum growth of 1.4, a minimum element length
of 0.132 m and a maximum element length of 1.81 m, resulting in a brick mesh with 242,505
degrees of freedom. To verify the use of this mesh, the mesh was refined to compare the
calculated flow and PWP. The final refined mesh was a tetrahedral mesh with a minimum
and maximum length of 0.05 m and 0.5 m, with 1,153,756 degrees of freedom. Individual
PWP measurements did not change more than 0.002 m, which is less than the measurement
error of 0.01 m, with a maximum percent error or 3.3 percent. The maximum flow rate had
an error of 0.03 percent.
Darcys law is used to model fluid flow through the BEP domain and the undisturbed
aquifer, explicitly relating k to the total pressure gradient (∇p +∇D) and velocity of fluid
flow through the porous medium (−→u ).
−→u = −k(∇p+∇D) (5.1)
−→u is the Darcy velocity, k is the hydraulic conductivity, p is the PWP, and D is the
depth taking into account the gravitation pressure. The k in the undisturbed aquifer is
1.4×10−4 m/s, while the k BEP domain is mapped from the 2-dimensional inversion analysis.
The BEP domain is shown in Figure 5.3. Assuming and applying the continuity equation
( Qm = ∇ · (ρ−→u ) ) to Darcy’s law, the following equation is solved under steady state
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conditions in the forward FEM analysis.
Qm = ∇ · (−ρk(∇p+∇D)) (5.2)
Such that Qm is the mass source term of fluid flow and ρ (1000 kg/m
3) is the density
of water. COMSOL solves Equation 5.2 for the PWP at specified locations. Bersan et al.
(2013) demonstrate that it is reasonable to model fluid flow in a pipe using Darcy’s Law in
a thin domain compared to more accurate and computationally expensive models.
5.4 Inversion of IJkdijk 2009 Test 2
5.4.1 Inversion Results
Changes in measured PWP drive the inversion analysis and the progressive estimation of
spatial distribution of k used to estimate BEP progression. While analyzing and discussing
results, it is important to remember the capabilities and limitations of the analysis. Chapter
4 demonstrates that this inversion analysis accurately estimates the length of BEP to the
nearest downstream sensor at a sparse sensor spacing of 2 m by 2 m. Sensor rows for the
I2009T2 experiment are placed at about 0.2 m, 1.2 m, 2 m, 3 m, 5 m, 7.5 m, 11.25 m, and 13
m from the downstream toe; the largest distance between PWP rows is 3.75 m between rows
6 and 7 and hence should be sufficient to capture most of the BEP channel development.
Deduced BEP from estimated increases in k is shown in Figure 5.4. BEP initiates at early
time steps, at 5 h three channels initiate toward the left side of the embankment (looking
upstream) between sensor cross sections 2 and 7 at the downstream toe. In each of these
locations k has increased to 10−1 m/s from the aquifer k of 1.4×10−4 m/s. A fourth location
emerges at 9 h near sensor cross sections 13, toward the right side of the aquifer. From 9
to 19 h while the upstream reservoir level rises (Figure 5.2), there is slow progression in
BEP in all existing channels and the k of the two longest channels increases to about 1
m/s. Around 19 h into the experiment, it appears that the initial channels on the left side
of the aquifer arrest and do not progress further upstream. Between the times 25 h and 35
h, with the reservoir level is at 1.6 m, the fourth channel to initiate at sensor cross section
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13 continues to progress at a relatively constant rate and simultaneously increases in k to
about 10 m/s, becoming the dominant channel. Simultaneous increases in k emerge at PWP
sensors in sensor rows 7 and 8. These small channels progress downstream between 25 h and
30 h with a k of about 0.1 m/s. Between 35 h and 70 h the dominant channel continues to
progress and increase in k to about 10 m/s. At first the BEP progresses transversely, but
around 50 h starts to progress longitudinally toward the weakened zone that experienced
forward erosion at earlier time steps. At 70 h, one of the smaller channels starts to progress
longitudinally and transversely and continues to progress longitudinally between 75 and 90 h
with increasing k from 0.05 m/s to 5 m/s. The dominant channel breaches at the upstream
toe between sensor cross sections 8 and 9 at 95 h. This is in agreement with the I2009T2
experimental observations (Van Beek et al., 2009b).
5.4.2 Comparison with IJkdijk 2009 Test 2 Pore Water Pressure Observations
PWP observations drive the inversion analysis, so it is important that the PWP behavior
is re-created using the estimated hydraulic conductivities in the forward model. The PWP
response created by the FEM model with estimated spatial k from the inversion analysis are
shown together with the measured PWP from cross section 12 in Figure 5.5a. The inverse
analysis was performed at every 5 h starting at 20 h, capturing general trends due to PWP
caused by BEP, but unable to capture increases in PWP caused by increases in the upstream
reservoir. The average inversion error between re-created and measured PWP is 0.011 m,
which is the same order of magnitude as the measurement error of 0.01 m, indicating rea-
sonable inversion results. Inversion errors much smaller than measurement errors indicate
that the inversion analysis is attempting to fit individual measurements and not the entire
spatial distribution of measurements. While, inversion errors much larger than the mea-
surement error indicate the inversion analysis is unable to reasonably fit the measurements.
Figure 5.5b shows the inversion error, demonstrating the ability of the inversion to fit PWP
measurements in space at 75 h. Most of the inversion error is less than 0.04 m. However,
a high error of 0.08 m occurs in an area of very low sensor density. This inversion analysis
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Figure 5.4: BEP progression indicated by high spatial changes in k and contours of changes
in PWP due to BEP compared to sensor locations at set time steps.
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Figure 5.5: Comparison between measured PWP collected during pipe progression and esti-
mated PWP calculated from inversion analysis. (a) Temporal changes in PWP along cross
section 12 compared to upstream water level, black line. (b) Spatial overview at 75 h. The
colored row of middle sensors in (b) correspond to the PWP measurements in (a).
PWP trends correlate with the estimated BEP progression. Decreases in the upstream
PWP correlate well with the moment in time BEP progression reaches the respective distance
from the downstream toe. The yellow PWP response in cross section 12, as shown in
Figure 5.5, decreases noticeable between 20 and 25 h, correlating with the time the inversion
deduced BEP reaches this sensor at 25 h, as shown in Figure 5.4. The estimated BEP channel
does not propagate directly through the seventh and eighth sensors (orange and red sensors
in Figure 5.5, respectively) in cross section 12. However, noticeable decreases occur at about
60 hour in the seventh sensor and between 65 h to 70 h in the orange sensor, corresponding
to the same time the estimated BEP channel reaches the seventh and eighth rows in cross
sections eight and nine, as shown in Figure 5.4.
Spatial trends in PWP, as demonstrated through pressure stabilization trends in Chapter
2 (Shown in Figure 2.3) support the spatial trends in BEP piping as estimated by the in-
version analysis. Pressure stabilization contour patterns indicate two zones of early pressure
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stabilization. The first zone is on the right side of the embankment, but remains relatively
close to the downstream toe. The second zone is located 11 meters from the left, down-
stream corner of the embankment, just right of center. The zone extends further into the
embankment about 6 meters from the downstream toe and indicates potential transverse
movement toward the center of the embankment, a similar spatial pattern and location as
the main channel indicated by the inversion analysis.
5.4.3 Comparison with I2009T2 Collapse Patterns
The main BEP channel estimated by the inversion analysis initiates at sensor cross section
13 and 14, or 16 m from the left edge of the embankment, as shown in Figure 5.4 and
Figure 5.7. As the main BEP channel progresses upstream it starts to progress toward
the center of the embankment when it reaches a length of about 8.5 m. This pattern is
corroborated by collapse patterns of the embankment at later time steps in the I2009T2
experiment. Figure 5.6a is a picture taken at 143.5 hr into the I2009T2 experiment (Van Beek
et al., 2009b) demonstrating the main sand boil is right of the upstream (US) breach location
and embankment cracks demonstrate a transverse pattern. Figure 5.6b, taken at 144.5 hr
into the I2009T2 experiment (Van Beek et al., 2009b), that shows clearly the location of the
main sand boil and demonstrates collapse patterns that curve to the right toward the center
of the embankment, as estimated by the inversion analysis. The main sand boil is shown to
be located at the downstream toe, three quarters of the way across the embankment from
the left side of the embankment. The main BEP channel is predicted to initiate at 16 m from
the left corner of the downstream toe, as indicated by these pictures during the embankment
collapse.
5.4.4 Comparison with I2009T2 Sand Boil Observations
Figure 5.7 compares the estimated BEP channel location at time = 95 h to sand trace,
water boil, and sand boil locations in time. Estimated BEP progression agrees well with sand







Figure 5.6: Pictures of the I2009T2 embankment collapse demonstrate transverse collapse
patterns of the embankment, similar to the main BEP channel estimated by the inversion
analysis. (a) The main sand boil at 143.5 hr. (b) The embankment collapse at 144.5 hr.
Pictures from Van Beek et al. (2009b).
This is to be expected based on the validation of the inversion analysis conducted in Chapter
4. The BEP channel does not progress past the 5th row of PWP sensors before 35 h into
the test, where the highest density of PWP sensors is located. The density of sensor spacing
between the downstream toe and the 4th PWP sensor row indicates that the inversion
analysis should be unique and accurate in determining BEP channel location, length, and
combined parameters of depth, width and hydraulic conductivity. The inversion analysis
demonstrates that early initiation of BEP occurs on the left side of the embankment at
about 5 h into the test and arrest at 25 h. At 25 h, Figure 5.4 shows initiation of BEP
at sensor cross sections 11 through 15. This correlates well with water boil and sand boil
observations in this area, as shown in Figure 5.7.
After 25 h, the sand boil observations indicate the progression of two main channels
at about 11 m and 19 m; however, the inversion estimates the progression of one main
channel between these locations at around 16 m from the left side of the embankment. This
discrepancy could be due to the inability to observe sand boils at this location during the
I2009T2 experiment or the non-uniqueness of the inversion analysis. The I2009T2 report
records sand boil observations at 16 m from the left side of the embankment until about 47 h,
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Figure 5.7: Estimated piping locations at 95 h compared to sand boil location and production
data, from Van Beek et al. (2009b).
at which time the I2009T2 report notes that there is a small collapse of the downstream toe
of the embankment (Van Beek et al., 2009b). The collapse has the potential to obstruct the
ability to observe sand boils. However, inversion of hydraulic conductivity is a non-unique
solution, as discussed in Chapter 4. It is possible that the inversion was unable to separate
the progression of two channels propagating in close proximity. Chapter 4 demonstrates
that when two BEP channels are relatively close together the inversion analysis is incapable
of separating the channels but continues to estimate the longitudinal length of the longest
channel and the equivalent k of the BEP domain well (the 15 m by 19 m area directly below
the embankment with a depth of 0.05 m).It appears unlikely that this is the case, due to
the potential distance between two potential channels at 11 m and 19 m from the left side
of the embankment. The collapse patterns of the I2009T2 experiment also clearly show a
large seepage area at the location of the main channel as estimated by the inversion analysis,
discussed in Section 5.4.3.
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5.4.5 Comparison with I2009T2 Flow Rates
The inversion analysis estimates an increase in total seepage flow rate throughout BEP
progression as shown in Figure 5.8. The estimated flow rate generally follows a similar pattern
as the measured flow rate. Error between the estimated and measured flow rate is within
reasonable error bounds taking into account the measurement and modeled error. There is
uncertainty in the accuracy of the measured flow rate shown in Figure 5.6 as indicated by
the I2009T2 report (Van Beek et al., 2009b). The measured and estimated flow rates deviate
noticeable from the modeled flow rate assuming no erosion with spatially homogeneous k of
1.4 × 10−4 m/s at around 45 h. Before 45 h, the increase in flow rate correlates with the
homogeneous model, indicating that the hydraulic gradient controls the flow rate. After 45 h,
the flow rate in both the measured and the estimated flow rates increase without increases in
the hydraulic gradient. At 95 h, the inversion analysis estimates a sharp decrease in flow rate
as opposed to a shape increase in flow rate observed during the I2009T2 experiment. This
error could have resulted in the momentary drop in hydraulic gradient due to the complete
hydraulic connection between upstream and downstream at 95 h.


















Figure 5.8: Flow Rate comparison between measured I2009T2 flow rates, estimated flow
rates from IJkdijk results, and calculated flow rates assuming piping does not occur.
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5.4.6 Discussion of Inversion Results
Most of the inversion is very consistent and in line with I2009T2 observations, including
some unexpected increases in k, as shown in Figure 5.4. These increases in k, indicating areas
of erosion, are corroborated by sand trace and sand boil observations and observations from
small and medium scale experiments. However, these anomalies could be due to false arti-
facts created by the inversion analysis. This sections will present the unexpected behavior,
evidence for the unexpected behavior from I2009T2 experiment and previous experiments,
and evidence for these to be artifacts from the inversion analysis.
At early time steps (7 to 19 h) small, localized increases in k occur towards the left
side of the embankment (looking upstream). These locations and timing correlate well with
trace data, as shown in Figure 5.7. Small and medium scale experiments have exhibited
similar sand trace observations, related to small rearrangements of sand grains that develop
into small channels with concentrated flow at low k (Van Beek et al., 2011). Around 20
h into the experiment, it appears that these channels arrest and do not progress further
upstream. The arrestment of BEP could be due to increased soil strengths in that area
and weaker soil strengths toward the right side of the embankment, as corroborated with
sand boil observations, Figure 5.7. Similar phenomena occur during small and medium
scale experiments (Van Beek et al., 2015). However, it is possible that the inversion was
incapable of capturing further progression BEP with the limited functioning sensors in the
left-upstream corner of the embankment.
Upstream anomalies that initiate around 20 to 25 h could be due to localized weaknesses
from decreased density around sensor locations leading to forward erosion. Observations
during small scale experiments support this possibility, showing that low density samples
result in forward erosion at lower hydraulic gradients than expected for BEP (Van Beek
et al., 2009a). These localized forward erosion channels would create weak zones in the
soil matrix, providing an explanation for the transverse progression of the dominant BEP
channel starting at 55 h. Similar transverse progressions occur in small and medium scale
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experiments only if there is a zone of weaker, less dense soil structure (Van Beek et al., 2015).
It is a possibility that the anomalies initiating at 20 to 25 h could be artifacts of the inversion
analysis or that the continuous channels initiating around 5 h on the left-downstream toe
have progressed further than is estimated in this research due to sparse PWP sensors in the
left-upstream corner of the aquifer. However, sand boil observations do not show signs of
undetected progression of BEP on the left side of the embankment, as shown in Figure 5.7.
Breach occurs at 95 h between cross sections 8 and 9, with great agreement from ob-
servations during the I2009T2 experiment. However, there is no observable progression of
the BEP channel between the eighth row of PWP sensors and the upstream toe before 95 h
and the estimated k of the channel is very low around 0.01 m/s. This could be because the
inversion analysis has difficulty re-creating anomalies upstream of the nearest sensor row as
demonstrated in Chapter 4.
5.5 Progression of Pipe Length and Comparison with Existing Models
The inversion results demonstrate that BEP is much more complex than a single, longi-
tudinally progressing pipe as assumed in most BEP prediction models (USBR and USACE,
2015; WBI, 2017). Recent research compares current or recently developed BEP models
with 1-dimensional data from I2009T2 to estimate BEP location within the embankment
(Kramer, 2014; Rotunno et al., 2017, 2019; Sellmeijer et al., 2011). The results of the in-
version analysis demonstrates that BEP does not simply progress along one cross section,
indicating that the use of one cross section of PWP measurements will not capture the full
impact of BEP resulting inaccurate longitudinal BEP.
Figure 5.9 compares the deduced longitudinal length of BEP from the inverse analysis
with BEP length from I2009T2 1-dimensional linear regression analysis (Sellmeijer et al.,
2011), Sellmeijers equilibrium model (Sellmeijer et al., 2011), and the BEP length predicted
by Rotunno et al. (2017).
The inversion deduced longitudinal progression rate is relatively consistent between 25
and 66 h as hydraulic gradient increases between 25 and 45 h and at 46 h, 56 h, and 66 h.
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Between 65 h and 90 h, the BEP does not progress longitudinally. During this time, the
pipe propagates transversely and increases in k, indicating a widening of pipe width and/or
depth.
To estimate BEP progression during the I2009T2 experiment, Sellmeijer et al. (2011)
use a 1-dimensional regression analysis (shown as the 1D regression length in Figure 5.1)
to determine pipe length using PWP measurements from sensor cross section eight. The
1-dimensional PWP analysis from Sellmeijer et al. (2011) indicates that there is very little
to no BEP progression until about 40 h and most of the pipe progression occurs very rapidly
between 60 h and about 77 h. This analysis demonstrates the importance of conducting anal-
yses in both the longitudinal and transverse directions and using as many PWP observations
as possible.
Sellmeijers equilibrium model predicts BEP equilibrium length for given hydraulic gradi-
ents. The model predicts that at a critical hydraulic gradient the BEP does not equilibrate
and will lead to failure unless the hydraulic gradient is decreases sufficiently (Sellmeijer,
1988). Previous analysis has shown that Sellmeijers equilibrium model non-conservatively
overestimates the critical gradient for the coarse sand in I2009T2 (Sellmeijer et al., 2011).
At early time steps Sellmeijers equilibrium predicts an equilibrium BEP length longer than
BEP length predicted by the other models and the inversion deduced BEP length, as shown
in Figure 5.9. However, Sellmeijers equilibrium model predicts a critical hydraulic load of
2.25 m, much higher than the final hydraulic load applied to the I2009T2 experiment of 1.9
m. Sellmeijer’s model predicts a BEP equilibrium length of 11.5 m from the downstream toe,
compared to the 15 m embankment length, at the final hydraulic load of 1.9 m. However,
Sellmeijer’s equilibrium model does not take into account any weakened zones in the sandy
aquifer, such as a zone of less dense material. If Sellmeijer’s model did take into account a
weakened zone, as indicated by the inversion analysis at about 11.25 m from the downstream
toe (discussed in section 5.4.6), it is likely that the Sellmeijer’s model would predict failure
of the BEP.
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Rotunno et al. (2017) also compare their prediction model to the I2009T2 1-dimensional
linear regression pipe length estimate. Rotunno et al. (2017) and Rotunno et al. (2019)
develop a numerical model to account for both primary erosion (progression of the pipe
tip) and secondary erosion (erosion of the pipe walls). The equations are based on mass
balance between the porous aquifer, modeled using 3-dimensional brick elements, and the
BEP channel, modeled using 1D elements (Rotunno et al., 2017, 2019). Rotunno’s model
(Rotunno et al., 2017) shows a steady increase in rate of longitudinal pipe progression, as
opposed to steady increase in longitudinal progression deduced by the inversion analysis.
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Figure 5.9: Longitudinal BEP progression length comparison between the deduced longitu-
dinal length from inversion results, 1D regression length (Sellmeijer et al., 2011), Sellmeijer’s
equilibrium model (Sellmeijer et al., 2011), and the prediction model of Rotunno et al. (2017).
5.6 Conclusions
This research expands analysis of IJkdijk 2009 Test 2 (I2009T2) data to increase under-
standing of backwards erosion piping (BEP). Pore water pressure (PWP) measurements are
used to estimate increases in spatial hydraulic conductivity (k), indicating location, length,
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and properties of BEP channels. Deduced BEP emphasizes the progression of multiple
channels both longitudinally and transversely. Based on this analysis, it is important to
understand the multiple dimensionality of BEP progression to better predict failure.
Observations during the I2009T2 experiment corroborate the deduced BEP progression
from the inverse analysis including PWP, sand boils, embankment collapse patterns and flow
meter trends. The inverse analysis was able to re-create the averaged measured PWP within
the sensor measurement error, with the highest error occurring in areas of low sensor density.
The observed sand traces, water boil and sand boil initiation times and locations during
the I2009T2 experiment correlate well with initiation times and locations of the multiple
BEP channels deduced from inversion results. The inversion results indicate multiple pipes
arrest and later re-initiate, this is corroborated via sand trace and sand boil observations.
The observed location and time of breach agree with the location and time the deduced
BEP reaches the upstream reservoir. Trends in the flow meter data further corroborate the
estimated BEP from the inverse analysis.
The inversion analysis demonstrates that BEP occurs via multiple channels and pro-
gresses both longitudinally and transversely. The BEP longitudinal length estimated by the
inversion analysis in this research suggests a constant progression rate as the hydraulic gra-
dient is kept relatively constant. Sellmeijers equilibrium model, although un-conservatively
over estimates the critical hydraulic gradient for I2009T2, correlates the best with the longi-
tudinal length indicated by the inversion analysis. It is possible that Sellmeijer’s equilibrium
model would have predicted the critical hydraulic head if the model took into account a
weakened zone of material near the upstream PWP sensors, as indicated by the inversion
analysis during time steps 25 and 55 h. The 1-dimensional linear regression as presented in
Sellmeijer et al. (2011), compared with deduced longitudinal length from the inversion anal-
ysis clearly demonstrates the importance of expanding analyses and investigation to multiple
dimensions and taking into account multiple channels.
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CHAPTER 6
MULTIPLE PORE PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS TO REDUCE UNCERTAINTIES IN
BACKWARDS EROSION PIPING RISK ASSESSMENT OF LEVEES
This chapter was modified from: Multiple Pore Pressure Measurements to Reduce
Uncertainties in Piping Risk Assessment of Levees. Geo-Risk Conference., 2017. (with
permission from ASCE)
C. Bocovich1,2, W. Kanning1,3, and M. A. Mooney4
6.1 Introduction
This chapter addresses the use of spatially distributed pore water pressure measurements,
further referred to as hydraulic head measurements in this chapter, to reduce uncertainty
in backwards erosion piping (BEP) failure assessment. Uncertainty and variability in soil
characteristics and limited measurements propagate through failure analysis. This research
uses qualitative and quantitative observations collected from the Colijnsplaat levee stretch,
in the Netherlands, to reduce soil characteristic uncertainty and incorporate the subsequent
posterior soil characteristic distribution into the final probability of failure. Bayesian updat-
ing was performed using observations of sand boils and spatial and temporal observations of
hydraulic heads along a cross section. Both sets of observations increased the probability of
clay uplift, sand heave, BEP progression, and probability of total failure; hence, uncertainty
is reduced, but a high failure probability estimate is obtained.
BEP is a main contributor to probability of flooding and flood risk in river depositions
systems (VNK, 2015). This failure mechanism is highly uncertain, as its occurrence is depen-
dent on soil characteristics in river and marine depositions systems where soil characteristics
1Primary researchers and coauthors
2PhD Student, Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Colorado School of Mines, Golden, CO
3Researcher/Consultant Dike Safety, Deltares, Delft, Netherlands
4Professor, Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Colorado School of Mines, Golden, CO
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have a high spatial variability. This is compounded by the nature of the failure mechanism.
BEP propagates beneath the embankment, providing little to no warning as to how far the
failure mechanism has progressed and when/if it will lead to failure. Sand boils are the main
observational indicator to determine if BEP is progressing, but give no information to rate
or length of progression.
There are many models to predict whether BEP will lead to failure. However, uncertain
and variable soil characteristics result in high probabilities of failure. It has been shown that
observations, both survival observation and pore water pressure (hydraulic head) measure-
ments can be used to reduce this uncertainty (Kanning et al., 2015; Schweckendiek et al.,
2014).
This chapter will present the use of time varying hydraulic head measurement to reduce
uncertainty in soil characteristics for an example levee stretch southeast of the town Colijn-
splaat, in the Netherlands. The levee experiences semi-diurnal tidal loading from the North
Sea, creating an oscillating load schedule in which sand boils are observed during high tides
but not during low tides at the locations shown in Figure 6.1. Although significant amounts
of sand are removed from the sand boils each year, the levee has not failed due to BEP. This
analysis should not be interpreted as a formal assessment, various parameters are based on
rough estimations, and the results should be judged in this light.
Figure 6.1: Picture of Colijnsplaat levee stretch (modified from Planès et al. (2017)).
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6.2 Backwards Erosion Piping Failure
BEP occurs in a series of stages or sub-mechanisms. In this paper, the three stages of
BEP will be defined as clay uplift (initiation or breach of the clay blanket), sand heave
(continuation, initial vertical erosion of sandy material), and BEP progression (horizontal







Clay Uplift Sand Heave Progression
Figure 6.2: Three sub-mechanisms of BEP. Modified from (Kanning et al., 2015; TAW, 1999).
6.2.1 Limit States
Limit states are used to model when and if each sub-mechanism will occur and lead to
failure. The limit states of clay uplift (Zu) and sand heave (Zh) are calculated by the criteria
for critical gradient set by Terzaghi using the ratio of the buoyant soil unit weight to the unit
weight of water, as used in the Netherlands (TAW, 1999). To calculate the existing hydraulic
gradient, hydraulic head is calculated using the blanket equations as set by the Army Corps
of Engineers (USACE, 2000). These limit states are shown in Equations 6.1 and 6.2. The
limit state of BEP progression (Zp) is modeled using Sellmeijers equations (Sellmeijer et al.,
































































Terms are described in Table 6.1, and select terms are shown in Figure 6.3.
6.2.2 Probability of Failure
BEP will lead to failure only if all three sub-mechanisms occur in series: clay uplift,
sand heave, and BEP progression. BEP occurs in three sub-mechanisms: clay uplift, sand
heave, and progression. Clay uplift is a deformation in the clay blanket, if it exists; sand
heave is the vertical erosion of sand particles at the opening in the clay blanket; and BEP
progression is the horizontal progression of the channel toward the upstream. The probability
of total failure can be calculated using the combined limit states of the BEP sub-mechanisms
(described in Equations 6.1 - 6.3), as shown in Equation 6.4.
P (F ) = P (Zu < 0 ∩ Zh < 0 ∩ Zp < 0) (6.4)
6.3 Bayesian Updating
Bayes’ rule (P (F |ε) = P (ε|F )·P (F )
P (ε)
) is used here to include observations to reduce un-
certainty in the estimated probability of a failure. Schweckendiek (2014) presents a useful
method of using Bayes’ rule with Monte Carlo (MC) simulations, as described in Equation
6.5.
P (F |ε) = P (F ∩ ε)
P (ε)
≈ P (Z(θ) < 0 ∩ Zε(θ) < 0)
P (Zε(θ) < 0)
(6.5)
Here, ǫ is an observation, P (F |ǫ) is the probability of failure (F ) given the observation
(ǫ), Z(θ) is the modeled limit state dependent on the uncertain parameters (θ) and Zǫ
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is the observation limit state. This method can be used to directly or indirectly update
the probability of failure estimate as described in Schweckendiek (2014). Direct updating
is performed using Equation 6.4, while indirect updating is performed by updating the
distribution of each random variable and recalculating the probabilities of failure with the
updated (posterior) parameter distributions. This paper will focus on the use of indirect
updating using both qualitative and quantitative observations.
6.3.1 Observations
Qualitative observations are used to reduce uncertainty in each soil characteristic as they
relate to a limit state. Survival (non-failure) at an observed load, and existence or non-
existence of sand boils can be used as qualitative observations. The nonexistence of sand
boils indicates that sand heave has not occurred, while the existence of sand boils indicates
that sand heave has occurred (Schweckendiek, 2014).
Quantitative observations, such as pore pressure measurements, can be used by trans-
forming the equality information into an observational limit state as presented by Straub
(2011) and Schweckendiek (2014). The observational limit state is calculated by comparing
the quantitative observation (hobs) and measurement error (em) with an estimated value of
the observation given the uncertain parameters (θ) related to the failure probability (h(θ)).
This is done through the likelihood function, Equation 6.6, which describes how likely the
observation is given the original distribution of the uncertain parameters. 6.7, shows how
the likelihood function is used to calculate the equivalent observational limit state to be used
in Equation 6.4.
L = Φ[hobs − h(θ), em] (6.6)
Ze(θ) = u− Φ−1[cL(θ)] (6.7)
Here, u is a standard normal random variable, (Φ−1) denotes the inverse of the normal
cumulative distribution function (cdf) using the standard normal distribution, and c is a
weighting variable to ensure that the likelihood function, L, is between 0 and 1.
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6.3.2 Transient Observations
Due to tidal loading, levee seepage cannot be assumed to be in steady state as Equations
6.1, 6.2, and 6.3 assume. The transient analysis used combines Darcys law as a constitutive








HereH is the hydraulic head, k is the hydraulic conductivity, and Ss is the specific storage.
Assuming the tidal loading is sinusoidal, one sinusoidal boundary condition is applied to the
upstream levee boundary (H|x=0 = A sin(ωt)) and one steady state boundary condition is
applied to the downstream boundary (H|x = 0) to solve for a closed form solution as shown
in 6.9 (Melnikova et al., 2013).









Here A is an amplitude of the sinusoidal loading, ω is the frequency, and xi is the
hydraulic head sensor location relative to the upstream toe. This can then be used to
model the hydraulic head based on the prior random variables, and to compare the observed
hydraulic head (hobs) with the estimated hydraulic head (h(x)) as described in Equation 6.6,
to update relevant parameters such as such as location of the hydraulic head sensors (x1 and
x2), aquifer hydraulic conductivity (k), and storage coefficient (Ss).
6.4 Colijnsplaat
A levee southeast of Colijnsplaat, NL along the North Sea is used as an example to
demonstrate the influence of sand boil observations and time-varying hydraulic head obser-
vations on reliability estimations of BEP failure. Figure 6.3 demonstrates the approximate
cross section of the Colijnsplaat embankment.
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Figure 6.3: Colijnsplaat cross section.
6.4.1 Prior Information
This levee stretch is composed of a sandy aquifer (SW or SP USCS classification) un-
derlying a clayey blanket and embankment (CH or OH USCS classification). Two hydraulic
head observations are located in the sandy aquifer, as shown in Figure 6.3. Prior informa-
tion, presented in Table 6.1, were taken from a variety of sources. The uncertainty in all
variables, except for the upstream water level, is assumed not to change in time (time invari-
ant), uncorrelated, and fully reducible. It should be noted that the position of the hydraulic
head sensors are only uncertain because this information is unknown by the authors of this
chapter.
6.4.2 Prior Probability of Failure
The prior probabilities of failure are calculated using Equations 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3 using MC
sampling (12×106 simulations). The prior probability of failure for each sub-mechanism is the
probability that the limit state is less than zero (P (Z < 0)). The probability of total failure,
calculated using Equation 6.4, is less than the probability of each sub-mechanism because
BEP is a natural parallel system. The probabilities of failure for each sub-mechanism and
total failure are displayed in Table 6.2. These probabilities are calculated using Equations
6.1 - 6.4.
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Table 6.1: Soil Characteristics for Colijnsplaat
Parameter Mean St.Dev. Distributions Source
Hus[m]: 2.56 0.165 Gumbel Van Der Krogt (2015)
Upstream water level
kbl[m/s]: Blanket 10
−6 10−6 log-normal Kanning (2012)
hydraulic conductivity
kf [m/s]: Aquifer 10
−4 10−4 log-normal Koot (2010)
hydraulic conductivity
dbl[m]: 1.75 0.25 log-normal Planès et al. (2017)
Blanket thickness
df [m]: 55 0.5 log-normal Koot (2010)
Aquifer thickness
L1[m]: Distance 10 3 log-normal Planès et al. (2017)
from water load
to upstream toe




3]: Total 16 0.25 normal Geotechnicalinfo.com (2012)
unit weight of aquifer
γbl[kN/m
3]: 12 0.5 normal Geotechnicalinfo.com (2012)
Total unit weight of
clay blanket
Θ[deg]: 43 6 normal Sellmeijer et al. (2011)
Rolling friction
η[−]: 0.3 0.03 normal Sellmeijer et al. (2011)
White’s constant
d70[m]: 2× 10−4 log-normal Kanning (2012)
Grain Size 10−4
Hds[m]: Downstream -0.5 determinant Koot (2010)
water level
x1[m]: Position 20 2 normal DMC
of sensor (x1)
x2[m]: Position 70 2 normal DMC
of sensor (x2)
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6.4.3 Data and Observations
The data used for this analysis was recorded from September 9, 2010 to June 17, 2011
by Dijk Monitoring and Conditions Systems (DMC). The semi-diurnal tidal load schedule
was recorded from the Roompot Binnen station, about 1 kilometer west of Colijnsplaat.
Observations of sand boils occur during high tide. Hydraulic head observations are recorded
beneath the upstream berm and the downstream toe, as shown in Figure 6.3. The approxi-
mately sinusoidal load, as shown in Figure 6.4, along with two hydraulic head observations
allow for a spatially and temporally transient analysis.
Time [days]






















2 Observed Water Level (H
US
)
Sinusoid, frequency 1.96 day-1
Figure 6.4: Comparison between recorded Roompot Binnen water level and an estimated
water level using a sinusoidal frequency of 1.96 day−1.
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6.5 Bayesian Updating Analysis
To perform Bayesian updating, simulations resulting from the MC analysis are filtered
based on the observations of no sand boils at low tides, sand boils at high tide, and hydraulic
head observations. All parameters are assumed to be time invariant, and therefore completely
reducible, except the upstream water level which is assumed to be completely uncorrelated in
time and therefore completely irreducible. It follows that the prior distribution used for each
time invariant parameter in subsequent analyses are the previous posterior distributions,
referred to as the new prior distributions. The same MC simulations, as described in section
6.4.2, are used for each step without re-sampling to ensure induced correlations in time
between parameters are accounted for. Cross-correlation between variables is not considered,
only correlation in time of the reducible variables. The Bayesian analysis was performed in
4 steps as follows:
• Step 1: All MC simulations are filtered based on the observation that there is no sand
heave (Equation 6.2: Zh > 0) during low tides by applying Equation 6.5, in order
to update the levee properties. The observed water level was taken as the highest
recorded water level at low tide (-0.27 m NAP) during which no heave was observed.
• Step 2: Remaining simulations after step 1 are filtered based on the observation that
sand heave was observed (Equation 6.2: Zh < 0) during high tides by applying Equa-
tion 6.5. The observed water level was taken as the lowest recorded water level at high
tide (2.43 m NAP).
• Step 3: One sinusoidal wave sequence, as seen in Equation 6.5, was used to calculate
estimated hydraulic heads H1 and H2 given the new prior (posterior after step 2) uncer-
tain parameter distributions. The wave sequence used was collected during November
15 and 16, 2010 is shown in Figure 6.5 while the comparison between estimated and
observed hydraulic heads are shown in Figure 6.6.
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1.5 Observed Water Level (H
US
)
Sinusoid, frequency 1.96 day-1
Figure 6.5: One wave sequence of tidal loading on the Colijnsplaat levee compared to an
estimated water level using a sinusoidal with frequency of 1.96 days−1.
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Figure 6.6: Comparison between estimated, given the new prior soil characteristics, and
observed hydraulic head. Prior estimated head is the average of all predicted simulations.
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• Step 4: The difference between estimated and observed hydraulic head is used to update
the time-invariant levee properties. Equations 6.6 and 6.7 are used to calculate limit
states based on the amplitude and phase shifts for both H1 and H2. The remaining
simulations after step 2 (new prior) are filtered based on the observed time lags and the
amplitudes of the hydraulic head. These observations will be used in place of hobs in
the likelihood function of Equation 6.6, while the estimated time lags and amplitudes
based on the new prior parameter distributions will be used in place of h(x), to create
four observational limit states.
6.6 Results
Sand boil observations were used first to update relevant soil parameters and the proba-
bility of clay uplift, sand heave, BEP progression (Equations 6.1 - 6.3), and the probability of
failure (Equation 6.4). The prior distributions predicts the observation that sand heave does
not occur during the observed low tide, resulting in no shift in the parameter distributions
based on this observation, as seen in Figure 6.7. The observation of sand boils and occur-
rence of sand heave during the observed high tide is not predicted by the prior distribution,
resulting in a significant shift of the estimated distributions of relevant soil parameters such
as blanket and aquifer hydraulic conductivity (kbl and kf ), blanket thickness (dbl), seepage
length (L1 and L2), and unit weight of the aquifer sand (γf ), shown in Figure 6.7. The re-
mainder of the uncertain parameters were not affected as they do not affect the observational
limit state (Equation 6.2) being used.
The probability of clay uplift, sand heave, and BEP progression determined using updated
posterior distributions based on sand heave occurrence are summarized in Table 6.3. While
the probability of clay uplift decreases, the probabilities of sand heave, BEP progression and
failure increase.
The transient analysis, as described in step 4, was used next to further update the soil pa-
rameter distributions. Figure 6.8 shows the average of all prior and posterior MC simulations




























Figure 6.7: Update of soil parameter distributions using the observations of sand heave and
no sand heave.
Table 6.3: Probabilities of BEP leading to failure
Event/ Probability Prior [%] Posterior (sand heave) [%]
Clay uplift 8.7 4.9
Sand heave 1.3 4.9
BEP progression 2.0 3.0
Total Failure 0.5 3.0
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temporal hydraulic head response from tidal loading, and the historic relationships between
the two hydraulic head observations.
Time [days]




















































Figure 6.8: Comparison between prior and posterior estimated hydraulic heads. (a) Temporal
response of hydraulic head to loading. (b) Hysteretic relationship between H1 and H2.
Parameters relating to the observation are updated, including the location of the hy-
draulic head sensors (x1 and x2), the aquifer hydraulic conductivity (kf ) and storage coeffi-
cient (Ss), as seen in Figure 6.9. The aquifer hydraulic conductivity has increased, agreeing


















Figure 6.9: Update of soil parameter distributions using transient hydraulic head observa-
tions, heave and no heave observations.
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The probability of clay uplift, sand heave, BEP progression, and total failure determined
using updated posterior distributions based on the transient pore pressure analysis, as de-
scribed in step 4, further increases the probabilities of occurrence and failure. The transient
analysis should be furthered to include 3-dimensional flow and include key parameters such
as the clay blanket hydraulic conductivity and thickness.
6.7 Conclusions
Bayesian updating was used to reduce uncertainty in soil characteristics and update
the probability of failure using sand boils observations and temporal and spatial hydraulic
head observations in a transient analysis. Observations of non-occurrence of sand boils and
occurrence of sand boils are taken only at the low and high tide (a point observation in time),
while the transient analysis utilizes additional information by incorporating a full tidal period
for the pore pressure observations (a transient observation). The changes in soil parameter
distributions based on updating using hydraulic head observations agree with those from
sand boil observations. However, the posterior probability of clay uplift, sand heave, and
BEP progression using the transient analysis are very high. The fact that the levee has not
failed could be caused by e.g. non-representative parameter assumptions or by other physical
mechanisms that are not captured in the used BEP model. It is cautioned that the transient
analysis does not take into account key soil parameters that affect the hydraulic head under
the embankment such as blanket hydraulic conductivity, blanket thickness, and length of
seepage. Further study should include a more accurate transient model that includes these
important parameters. Still, the effects on hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer that is
captured in the transient analysis is similar to the effects found using updating based on
sand boil observations; showing consistency between the two updating aspects.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
Backwards erosion piping (BEP) continues to be a challenge to monitor, predict and
model. The research in this thesis investigates the use of pore water pressure (PWP) mea-
surements to monitor, investigate progression of, and better predict BEP. The research
begins by identifying trends in PWP as BEP progresses, discussed in Chapter 2. These
trends are then explained using finite element methods (FEM) models that simulate simple,
longitudinally progressing BEP channels, as discussed in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 furthers the
research by demonstrating the ability of inversion to locate and re-create BEP channels and
the PWP sensor spacing required to capture channel progression. Chapter 5 utilizes the
inversion analysis to re-create BEP channels as they progress during the IJkdijk 2009 Test
2 (I2009T2) experiment. Progression patterns are compared with observations during the
I2009T2 experiment and the net longitudinal progression is compared with current BEP pre-
dictive models. The final Chapter shifts from inversion analysis to better understand BEP
using PWP, to using PWP measurements to better predict BEP. The main findings of this
research are discussed in more detail below.
7.1 Monitoring BEP using PWP Measurements
PWP measurements collected during the full scale I2009T2 experiment demonstrate con-
sistent trends as BEP progresses. Chapter 2 describes the decrease in PWP as a result of
BEP, the first detection (fd) in PWP, and pressure stabilization (ps) of PWP. The fd point
is observed simultaneously in pwp measurements taken during the I2009T2 experiment, both
local to (within a few centimeters) and remote from (within a few meters) the location of
BEP initiation. Further research may provide insight into the required PWP spacing for
detecting changes in PWP caused by BEP initiation. As BEP progresses in I2009T2, ps
in PWP is observed. The ps in PWP first occurs in downstream sensors and progresses
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toward upstream sensors over time. Spatial mapping of the I2009T2 ps times highlight areas
of potential BEP channel progression. Analysis of the spatial mapping indicates that BEP
progresses via multiple, meandering channels.
Additionally, the temporal and spatial trends were simulated using FEM, as described in
Chapter 3. The simulated FEMmodels demonstrate that the connection between progressing
BEP channels and PWP measurements can be modeled using FEM and that the spatial and
temporal progression of BEP is more complex than a straight, longitudinally progressing BEP
channel. The ability to model similar trends in PWP using FEM based on simulated BEP
channels indicates that the inverse is possible. Research presented in Chapter 4 investigates
the ability of inversion analysis to use PWP measurements to capture BEP channels. It is
determined the constructed inversion analysis is able to capture BEP location and length
(accurately to the nearest downstream row of PWP sensors) with a sensor spacing density of
at least 2 m by 2 m. Multiple BEP channels are distinguishable if they are further than 1 m
apart from a sensor spacing with 1 m between sensor cross sections. Although the inversion
analysis used in this research is unable to capture the absolute BEP channel parameters of
width, depth and hydraulic conductivity, it is determined that the combined parameters (k,
depth and width) are re-producible.
7.2 Three-dimensional and Temporal Progression of BEP
Inversion analysis was used to invert PWP measurements collected during the I2009T2
experiment and the applicability of the results were investigated, as discussed in Chapter 5.
The inversion analysis estimates BEP channels at select time steps, creating a temporal and
spatial progression of BEP. The results demonstrate that BEP progresses via multiple chan-
nels, both longitudinal and transverse to bulk fluid flow. Increases in hydraulic conductivity
of the channels indicate increases in depth and width of the channel. These results indicate
that even in controlled, full scale experiments (aiming for homogeneous soil conditions), BEP
is very complex and sensitive to small deviations in soil characteristics, unlike BEP predic-
tion models that assume longitudinal progression of BEP channels through homogeneous
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soil conditions. This implies that further investigation is required to reliably predict BEP
progression in the field, where there are heterogeneous soil conditions that promote complex
BEP progression patterns.
Comparison between the net longitudinal progression of BEP, as estimated by the in-
version analysis, with a 1-dimension estimate of BEP length emphasizes the importance of
investigating BEP progression in three dimensions. Further research is needed to determine
the applicability of predictive models in the field and non-ideal cases. The research presented
in this thesis also indicates additional investigation is required to understand the progression
rate of BEP under specified hydraulic loads, as the inversion analysis indicates a relatively
linear progression of BEP under relatively constant hydraulic loads.
7.3 Prediction of BEP using PWP Measurements
PWP measurements were collected along an embankment in the Netherlands experi-
encing sinusoidal tidal loading. Transient PWP measurements along a cross section were
combined with sand boil observations to increase understanding of soil characteristics us-
ing Bayesian updating. Updated soil characteristics based on the transient PWP analysis
agree with observation of sand boils. Further research is required to fully understand the
spatial distribution of soil characteristics in this embankment, such as the use of multiple
cross sections of PWP to perform a 3-dimensional, temporal analysis. Additional sources
of information (geophysical measurements, for example) could also be included to better
understand spatially varying soil characteristics.
7.4 Recommendations for Further Research
Chapters 2 and 3 demonstrate temporal and spatial trends in PWP during the full scale
IJkdijk 2009 Test 2 experiment; however, three additional IJkdijk experiments were con-
ducted in 2009 to investigate the progression of BEP. Analyses of the PWP measurements
collected during these experiments would further validate the PWP trends discussed in this
thesis, as well as spatial sensitivity to BEP initiation and progression. Spatial sensitivity
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of BEP on PWP measurements in the field is necessary to fully understand the capabilities
and feasibility of PWP measurements to detect the occurrence and progression of BEP along
levee systems and within earthen dams.
Inversion analyses of the PWP measurements from the remaining IJkdijk 2009 experi-
ments would also further validate spatial and temporal progression patterns of BEP under
varying hydraulic loads. The estimated net longitudinal BEP investigated and discussed in
Chapter 5 demonstrates an approximate linear progression in time under relatively constant
load. However, this behavior is not predicted by common BEP prediction models. The
estimated hydraulic conductivity in I2009T2 experiment implies a zone of weaker, or less
dense, material toward the upstream reservoir. The affect of weaker material on overall BEP
predictions should be investigated. The existence of this weaker zone is a potential reason
for failure at low hydraulic gradients, relative to the critical hydraulic gradient predicted
by Sellmeijer’s equilibrium model (Sellmeijer et al., 2011). Additional research is needed to
investigate the applicability of 2-dimensional prediction models assuming homogeneous soil
characteristics to 3-dimensional progression of BEP in the field that contain heterogeneous
soil characteristics.
Chapter 6 investigates the ability to use spatial and temporal trends in PWP to update
soil parameters. The research discussed in this Chapter used two PWP sensors, both in one
cross section. To improve spatial understanding of soil parameters, the research could be
furthered by using PWP from a second cross section along the same embankment. Geo-
physical measurements were also taken along the embankment during high and low tides, as
discussed by Planès et al. (2017). The inclusion of these measurements would also provide
more information about the subsurface and soil parameters, and contribute to the assessment
of BEP leading to breach and failure.
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